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T

he day-long battle between Islamic State (ISIS)
extremists and security
forces in the Tunisian
border town of Ben Guerdane and the smashing of an ISIS
plot in Jordan indicate how jihadists are seeking to open new fronts
as their self-proclaimed caliphate
comes under growing pressure in
Syria and Iraq.
The March 7th attempt to take
over Ben Guerdane, a garrison
town and desert smuggling hub
near the Libyan border that has
produced many jihadists, was
ISIS’s biggest and boldest operation in Tunisia, which has been
the site of three terrorist attacks
over the last year in which scores
of people were killed.
More than 50 militants took part
in the dawn assault, the sort of attack Tunisian authorities have long
feared as ISIS has gained ground
in the terrorist maelstrom that has
gripped Libya since the 2011 overthrow of Muammar Qaddafi.
“This is an unprecedented attack,
planned and organised and whose
goal was probably to take control
of this area and to announce a new
emirate,” Tunisian President Beji
Caid Essebsi declared.
Six days earlier, Jordanian security forces said they foiled an ISIS
plot to attack military and civilian
targets, reportedly including shopping malls, cinemas and Westernowned hotels. Seven jihadists were
killed and 13 captured in one of the
kingdom’s largest security operations in years when special forces
stormed a militant hideout in the
northern city of Irbid in a nighttime raid.
The ISIS assault on the Tunisian
border town of Ben Guerdane was
seen as a response to a February
19th US air strike on an ISIS camp
near the western Libyan town of

Tunisian soldiers patrol after an attack by ISIS militants on army and police barracks in the town of
Ben Guerdane, near the Libyan border, on March 8th.
Sabratha that killed 30 militants.
Most of them were Tunisian, including Noureddine Chouchane,
who allegedly helped mastermind
the 2015 Sousse Beach and Bardo
National Museum massacres in
Tunisia carried out by Tunisians
trained in Libya.
The attack on Ben Guerdane,
with a population of 79,000, targeted army and police bases. Au-

If the attackers
expected the
population to
rise up with them
against the state,
they failed.

thorities reported 36 militants, 11
soldiers and seven civilians were
killed. Six militants were captured.
Military analyst Faysal Cherif of
the International Centre for Military and Security Strategic Studies in Tunis, observed: “This was a
desperate attempt by Daesh (ISIS)
fighters after they came under
pressure in Syria, Iraq and Libya.”
Ben Guerdane has long been a
jihadist hotbed. International reports indicate 15% of the estimated
6,000 Tunisians who have joined
ISIS and other groups in Syria and
Iraq came from the town, compared to 10% from Tunis, which
has a population of 2 million.
Six jihadists were killed and ten
arrested March 8th in a follow-up
raid in Ben Guerdane.
If, as has been suggested, the at-

tackers expected the population,
hard hit by a crackdown on the local smuggling industry that is the
area’s economic mainstay, to rise
up with them against the state,
they failed dismally.
“They didn’t expect the local
population to steer clear of them,”
Cherif observed. “They were surprised by the sheer force of the reaction from government forces.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
covered North Africa for decades.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan,
is Levant editor for The Arab
Weekly and has covered the
Middle East and North Africa for
nearly three decades.
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Syrians catching breath while awaiting a settlement
page that he could enjoy a barbecue with his family under olive
trees. “We are preparing food and
enjoying the spring sun. We have
been deprived of such pleasures for
more than four years of fighting,”
he commented on photos of the
outing.

Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

A

s the Syrian war enters
its sixth year on March
15th, the UN-brokered
“cessation of hostilities”
seems to be holding for
a second week. Despite numerous
violations of the first major truce
in the 5-year conflict, war-weary
Syrians were keen to grasp every
moment of tranquillity to enjoy a
semblance of normal life.
Indeed, the ceasefire, which
went into effect February 27th, allowed the delivery of humanitarian
aid to many besieged areas.
On front lines across Syria, residents were able to leave their hideouts without fear of being killed by
a shell or barrel bomb.
“We had lost hope of ever returning to a normal life without the
sounds of exploding shells, gun-

“If the truce
collapses, it means
there will be no end
to this war.”

Rebel fighters rest with their weapons near sandbags in Al-Lataminah village, northern Hama countryside, Syria, on March 5th.
fire and roaring warplanes. I just
can’t believe that I am able to walk
around without fear,” said Andre
Youssef from Abassiyeen, a Damascus neighbourhood.

In Daraya, a rebel stronghold in
rural Damascus, citizens took advantage of the ceasefire to check on
their farms. A resident of the restive city marvelled on his Facebook

Further south, in Deraa where
the first anti-government demonstrations began in March 2011,
refugees took advantage of the
truce to return home. “Some of my
relatives who have sought refuge in
Jordan three years ago came back
for a few days to sound out the situation. If the truce continues to hold
they plan to bring back their wives

and children,” said Mahmoud Zo’bi
from Msayfra, near Deraa.
In rebel-held areas, the truce provided an occasion to resume antigovernment protests reminiscent of
the early days of the uprising under
the slogan “The Revolution Continues”, calling for the departure of
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
Syrians on all sides were desperately clinging to the tenuous truce,
despite violations that claimed the
lives of 135 people in the first week.
“Before the truce, the daily casualty toll was much higher than
that,” observed Adnan Mohamad, a
government employee. “Everybody
is tired and wants salvation. If the
truce collapses, it means there will
be no end to this war.”
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
covering Syria since 1995.
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Tunisia foils attempt
at creating ‘ISIS emirate’
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisian government forces thwarted a jihadist raid
on a garrison town near
the Libyan border, killing
at least 36 assailants who
had declared they wanted to establish an Islamic State (ISIS) emirate
in North Africa.
At least 11 security forces members and seven civilians were also
killed in Ben Guerdane, 570km
south of Tunis, in what Tunisian
President Beji Caid Essebsi described as an “unprecedented” jihadist attack.
The raid took place two days
after the announcement that German and US experts were travelling
to Tunisia to equip the Libyan border with electronic devices to help
prevent intrusions.
British troops are also expected
to train Tunisian forces in border
control.
Tunisian soldiers and anti-terror police, backed by warplanes,
fought for more than eight hours to
repel jihadists who attacked from
three sides inside Ben Guerdane, a
border town from
where hun-

dreds of militants have left to join
ISIS in Iraq, Syria and Libya.
Among the militants killed were
Manita Muftah, 39, and Moez Fezani, 47, who had been imprisoned
by the United States at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
They were extradited to Tunisia
in 2008 and freed from jail in 2011.
They reportedly spearheaded the
raid, security sources said.
Tunisian Prime Minister Habib
Essid said the militants’ aim was
to create a “Daesh emirate” in Ben
Guerdane but the army and security forces foiled the attempt.
Essebsi said the assault was
“maybe aimed at controlling” the
border region with Libya, and
vowed to “exterminate these rats”.
Ben Guerdane residents said the
assailants appeared to be locals
who launched the raid at the call to
dawn prayers.
Attackers urged the population to join the raid, telling them
through loudspeakers that they
came “to liberate them” and establish an “Islamic emirate”.
The assailants stopped

people, checking identification.
They appeared to be selecting
people from a hit list and killed an
anti-terrorist brigade official at his
home, relatives and friends said.

Among the militants
killed were two
jiahadists extradited
to Tunisia in 2008
and freed from jail in
2011. They
reportedly
spearheaded the
raid.

It was the second deadly clash in
less than a week. At the end of February, troops killed five militants in
a firefight in which a civilian died
and a commander was wounded
outside Ben Guerdane.
Troops had been on alert following reports of militants moving towards Tunisia after a US air strike
on an ISIS training camp in Sabratha in
Libya on February 19th
in which dozens of
suspected ISIS members were killed.
Jihadists
have
taken advantage of
a power vacuum in
Libya since the NATO-backed overthrow
of long-time dictator
Muammar Qaddafi in
2011, to set up several
bases, including
one in Sabratha,
between Tripoli
and the Tunisian border.
Terrorism
experts in Tunisia said they
A police officer keeps watch in the town of Ben Guerdane, on March 9th.
were
puzzled

why jihadists would want to take
over such a fortified town with no
terrain cover and without chance
of significant support from across
the border while Western military
powers are watching jihadist movements in the region.
If the goal of the attackers to set
up an “emirate” in Ben Guerdane
appeared far-fetched militarily, the
choice of the town to stage attacks
was predictable.
More than 15% of the 6,000 Tunisian fighters with ISIS hail from Ben
Guerdane, a town of 79,000, versus
10.7% from Tunis, with more than
2 million people, according to US

intelligence provider the Soufan
Group.
The attraction of Ben Guerdane’s
young people to jihadism is not
new. Dozens of men from the town
joined al-Qaeda in Afghanistan and
its affiliates in Iraq and North Africa
early in the 2000s.
A suicide bomber from Ben Guerdane attacked a Jewish shrine in
the Tunisian tourism hub of Djerba
in 2002, killing 21 people, most of
them foreigners.
It was the first strike claimed
by al-Qaeda after attacks in the
United States on September 11th,
2001.

Human rights groups decry Libya brutal legacy
The Arab Weekly staff

Tunis

K

amel Houdeyfa el-Houni
embodies the boldness
of the incipient revolution against Muammar
Qaddafi’s 42-year Libyan
dictatorship. As a leader of the February 17th, 2011, uprising in Benghazi, Houdeyfa hoped for justice
even for Qaddafi and his henchmen.
“Your father and his clique have
to surrender and enter the court
of justice to face fair trial for their
deeds,” Houdeyfa, a Libyan judge
turned revolutionary, told Qaddafi’s
son Seif al Islam. He infuriated the
latter who wanted him to “stop the
troublemaking” and hinted at personal rewards if he did so.
When Houdeyfa stood his ground
and stressed that people power was
sealing the regime’s end, Qaddafi’s
son warned the Benghazi judge:
“We can destroy you with air raids
and crush you with all the sheer
force we have. You are nothing to
challenge us.”
The brutish mindset seems to be
shared by many leaders of the militias and armed gangs that dominate Libya’s political landscape,
dashing the hopes of people such
as Houdeyfa who dreamed of a free
and fair society and shared prosperity.
Months after Houdeyfa’s heated
phone conversation with Seif in October 2011, revolutionaries dragged
Qaddafi from a drainage pipe outside his hometown of Sirte, abusing
and hitting him as they placed him
on the bonnet of a pick-up truck. He
died soon after.
Reports by human rights groups

suggest that aspects of the ruthlessness of Qaddafi-era Libya have been
embraced by those who ousted
him, despite pledges to establish a
democracy.
Western powers highlight the
threat of the Islamic State (ISIS) in
Libya but most Libyans, although
aware of the danger represented
by ISIS, worry daily about getting
home safely and about their houses
being shelled by warring militias.
Petty crime and personal scoresettling in the absence of state security mean that adults and children
run risks every day of not reaching
home.
Assessing the situation in Libya
from the perspectives of ordinary
Libyans, Houdeyfa said: “Libyans
lowered their expectations. They
initially hoped for democracy and
economic prosperity, then a decent
political government with security
and peace. Now people are hoping
for survival and worry for the future.”

es, tortured, ill-treated and summarily killed detainees.”
“Over the past five years Libya
has descended deeper into the
abyss of human rights chaos, amid
lawlessness, rampant abuse and
war crimes by rival armed groups
and militias,” it added.
Human Rights Watch said in a
December report that 40,000 Libyans from Tawergha, Tomina and Al

Kararim tribes were prevented from
returning home after they were
forcibly displaced as punishment.
“Two-year-old child Mohamed Zied
Boujeldine was killed alongside his
sister and brother aged 8 and 12
while at home after their house was
hit by mortar shells fired by Islamist militia Benghazi Shura Council,”
said a statement from a local hospital in early February.

Aspects of the
ruthlessness of
Qaddafi-era Libya
have been embraced
by those who ousted
him.
According to human rights organisations, about 11,000 kidnapped
and missing persons are unaccounted for in Libya. In Misrata, the
number of abductions reached 850,
according to Tarek Abdel-Hadi, coordinator of the Libyan Committee
for Finding Kidnapped People.
Amnesty International said in
a mid-February statement: “The
scale of abuse is staggering. Forces
on all sides have carried out hundreds of abductions, taken hostag-

A 2011 file picture shows suspected loyalists of killed Libyan
leader Muammar Qaddafi playing cards inside a prison cell in
Tripoli.

“Ain Zara’s municipality’s officials were abducted by an armed
gang in Tripoli on February 10th,” a
town hall statement said.
An ad posted online by a Libyan
family, with the picture of a man
in the background, reads: “Very
important statement: The citizen
Abu Alqasem Ibrahim Arriani was
kidnapped from Tuggar’s mosque
in Tripoli. Please help.”
Commenting on such grim announcements, Fatma Hajaja wrote
on Facebook: “We ended the regime of an unjust ruler but those
pitiless militias threw the whole
Libya in a bottomless black hole of
injustice.”
Amnesty International quoted
Tripoli residents who accused Libya Dawn militias of seizing people
based on tribal affiliation or presumed political allegiances.
Militias carried out extensive
raids on civilian homes, looting and
destroying property and setting
homes and farms ablaze in the area
of Warshefana.
“Detainees, including children, in
all of the facilities visited provided
credible and consistent accounts of
ill-treatment, in some cases apparently visible to researchers, such
as beatings on the soles of the feet
with plastic pipe, electrical cable,
chains, sticks,” said the New Yorkbased human rights group.
Its report was based on prisoner
meetings with its researchers.
Human rights activists say those
detained by militias number up to
15,000, many of them Qaddafi loyalists. Some in the rival Libyan governments contend the number of
detainees has come down in recent
months. The consensus, however,
is that too many remain arbitrarily detained in Libya’s extrajudicial
jails.
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ISIS knocks at Jordan’s door
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordanian officials had boasted their country was free
of the Islamic State (ISIS),
though they were anxious
the jihadists were at the
country’s doorstep in neighbouring
Syria and Iraq.
But in late February, two separate
crackdowns on armed groups in
northern Jordan led to the arrest of
dozens of militants, 13 of whom are
said to be ISIS jihadists, including
some non-Jordanian Arabs, according to two Jordanian officials.
The others are affiliated with the
al-Qaeda-linked Jabhat al-Nusra,
said officials who declined to be
identified citing the sensitivity of
their information during the investigation.
A third crackdown on March 1st
was the fiercest and trickiest, disturbing the country’s relative peace
and reputation as a stable and secure oasis in a region plagued by
wars and violence.
The operation involved storming an abandoned four-storey,
white-limestone building with 20
militants inside, the officials said,
adding that all the militants were
trained ISIS jihadists, with some
having just returned from battlefronts in Syria and Iraq.

Since February 2015,
the United States
has reportedly
delivered to Jordan
upward of 26,000
weapons.
The militants were heavily armed
and most wore explosive belts,
enough to destroy the neighbourhood on the edge of Irbid camp for
Palestinian refugees, where at least
2,000 people live.
A Jordanian military captain and
seven ISIS militants were killed in
fighting just outside Irbid, Jordan’s
third most populous city, according
to a statement by the General Intelligence Agency. Thirteen ISIS jihad-

ists were taken into police custody
for questioning.
Jordanian Interior Minister Salameh Hammad said in late January
that “there are no ISIS sleeping cells
in Jordan”, although his predecessor had warned in early 2015 of an
ISIS presence in the country.
The ISIS March 1st battles with
Jordanian security forces, which
lasted more than ten hours, indicated it was changing tactics to
become more confrontational. In
earlier crackdowns, alleged ISIS or
other militants surrendered peacefully.

It is estimated 2,000
Jordanians went to
fight in Syria.
One of the Jordanian officials said
the arrests foiled a serious terror
plot just hours before it was due to
be carried out.
“They had planned to attack several vital Jordanian institutions,
using the arms they had and the
explosive vests,” the official said.
“Their zero hour was 12 hours after
they were arrested.”
Jordanian analyst Mohammad
Abu Rumman said the resistance
was unprecedented and may point
to a new fatwa that orders “ISIS jihadists and loyalists in Jordan not
to surrender and instead to resort to
armed resistance”.
“There’s also a significant changing trend,” Rumman said. “Militant
elements from Jordan used to travel
abroad to join the group but with
the tightening of the borders and
the beefed-up security measures, it
seems that its loyalists are thinking
seriously of bringing the confrontation to Jordan.
“We have seen what a little group
was able to do in terms of destroying peace and tranquillity. I wonder
if this may not incite other ISIS activists to follow suit,” he said.
ISIS has followers in Jordan, although government officials stress
they are only sympathisers, while
the actual jihadists are fighting in
Iraq and Syria. It is estimated 2,000
Jordanians went to fight in Syria; at
least 300-400 joined ISIS and half

A Jordanian soldier carries a picture of Jordanian Captain Rashed Zyoud, who was killed during a raid
conducted by Jordanian security forces on Islamic State militants in Irbid, during Zyoud’s funeral in
Zarqa, Jordan, on March 2nd.
were killed in battles. Security officials would only say the investigation will determine a motive and the
timing of the March 1st attack, how
such large weapon stockpiles were
purchased or smuggled into Jordan
and whether this was an isolated
incident or one of a series and what
is the message to the government.
Security was beefed up around
various areas, such as public parks,
malls, movie theatres, Amman airport, Western hotels and diplomatic
missions across the country.

The potential target of the March
attack that has emerged is the University of Yarmouk, a state college
with thousands of students enrolled from Jordan and Gulf Arab
states, primarily Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman and the United Arab
Emirates.
Jordan is an active member of a
US-led coalition fighting ISIS in Iraq
and Syria.
Hours after the bungled plot was
uncovered, the United States delivered eight UH 60A Black Hawk heli-

copters to Jordan, worth $200 million. US Ambassador Alice G. Wells
said the aircraft were intended to
help “provide Jordan with another
tool for safeguarding its frontiers”.
Since February 2015, the United
States has reportedly delivered to
Jordan upward of 26,000 weapons,
more than 3 million rounds of ammunition and hundreds of bombs.
Wells said the United States wanted
to ensure the Jordanian military
was able to continue to respond
quickly to threats along its border.

‘Operation Irbid’, a turning point
View poi nt

Oraib
al-Rantawi

A

pre-emptive
operation by
Jordanian special
forces against a
terrorist cell in the
northern city of Irbid
is a turning point in the country’s
war on terrorism, marking the
first time Amman’s troops battled
a cell this large.
Seven terrorists armed with assault weapons and explosive belts
were killed and 13 more captured
in the March 1st operation.
It is very likely the cell had close
connections and contacts with
Islamic State (ISIS) leaders in Mosul
and Raqqa and was planning attacks on Jordanian security forces,
the northern headquarters of the
General Intelligence Department
(GID), and other targets.
The aborted militant plan signals
a dangerous change in the thinking
of jihadist groups. For them, Jordan was long considered as “support grounds” rather than “jihad
grounds” but it seems that now the
kingdom has become a direct target
for active and dormant ISIS cells.
It has also become obvious that

It is very likely the cell
had close connections
and contacts with Islamic
State (ISIS) leaders in
Mosul and Raqqa.

ISIS has been successful in recruiting Jordanians, not just to fight in
Syria and Iraq but also in Jordan.
The discovery of this “structured
dormant cell” contradicts previous
estimates by Jordanian security
forces that long denied the existence of such groups in the country.
The Irbid operation reveals the
great extent to which Salafist theories and thinking have succeeded in
taking root in Jordan. This is not a
recent development nor was it born
with the “Arab spring”. It is much
older than that and can be traced to
the Cold War.
Decision makers in Jordan have
often, during the last decade,
envisioned using the Salafist move-

ment to counteract and check the
rise of the Muslim Brotherhood.
The result was that the Salafists
succeeded in consolidating their
presence and influence in tribal areas and in the marginalised ghettos
in the three major cities in Jordan:
Amman, Irbid and Zarqa.
Many questions remain about
the Irbid plan: Did the terrorist cell
receive direct orders from the ISIS
leadership or was it acting under
a general “delegation” of authority from ISIS to carry out attacks
on Jordanian targets? Were the
members of this cell among those
returning from the conflict in Syria
or were they locally dormant all
along? Was this an isolated cell or

Jordanian security forces secure a street in the town of Irbid, near
the border with Syria, on March 2nd.

It seems
that
now the
kingdom
has
become
a direct
target for
active and
dormant
ISIS cells.

was it connected with other terrorist networks?
Whatever answers may come,
we can be sure that the incident
in Irbid was not the first of its
kind in Jordan nor will it be the
last. Police and military courts
archives contain thick files detailing previous aborted terrorist
attacks.
The Jordanian security forces,
which are known for their competence and professionalism,
stopped what could have been
a disaster. As a consequence,
they are enjoying the respect and
support of large segments of the
public. Jordanians are now more
confident in the readiness of their
military and security forces to
face threats from inside or from
outside the country.
But will Jordan succeed in
preparing and executing national
strategies for fighting religious
extremism? Surely, the terrorists were not born out of nothing
nor were they parachuted into
Jordanian society. They are the
product of social and cultural
contexts and also of the educational and religious systems that
failed to immunise them against
extremism and violence.
Unless politicians and civil
society in Jordan move quickly to
eradicate the roots of terrorism,
the battle against it and extremism will become harder to fight.
Oraib al-Rantawi is a Jordanian
analyst and an expert in security
and strategic affairs.
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Riyadh wants to contain Iran influence in region
Riad Kahwaji

Beirut

S

audi Arabia and its Arab
Gulf allies are no longer
willing to tolerate the
prominent role they believe Iran has gained in
Lebanon via Hezbollah and have
taken steps to contain Tehran’s influence in the country and the region, Arab Gulf officials said.
The Saudi decision to freeze
grants totalling $4 billion to the
Lebanese military was the first in
a series of actions by Riyadh and
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
members that culminated with the
decision to regard Hezbollah a terrorist organisation for its involvement in the affairs of Syria, Yemen
and Bahrain.
Riyadh’s action was reportedly
triggered by several events, including Lebanese Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil, an ally of Hezbollah,
abstaining from a vote by the Arab
League condemning Tehran for attacks on Saudi diplomatic missions
in Iran.
“This was not the result of a single act but a number of actions that
led GCC officials to conclude that
Lebanon has fallen completely under Hezbollah’s control and is now
on Iran’s side,” said a senior Gulf
military official who asked not to
be named.

The GCC leadership
apparently was
concerned with the
way the
international
community has
become tolerant of
Iran’s meddling in
Arab affairs.
This was echoed by Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir, after
talks with French officials in Paris
on the defence contract that had
been meant for Lebanon.
“We didn’t stop the contract. It’s
just going to Saudi Arabia, not to
Hezbollah,” Jubeir said. “We have
a situation in which Lebanon’s decisions have been hijacked by Hezbollah.”

Houthi militiamen hold posters bearing portraits of Lebanon’s Hezbollah chief Hassan Nasrallah (L) and Shia Houthi rebels’ leader,
Abdulmalik al-Houthi (R), during a gathering in Sana’a by Houthi militias, on March 3rd.
Since the Lebanese civil war
ended in 1990 under the Saudi-brokered Taif agreement, Lebanon has
been strongly influenced by Saudi
Arabia and Syria.
Even though almost all Lebanese
militias were disarmed, Hezbollah,
at the request of Damascus, was allowed to retain its role as a resistance movement against Israel to
force it out of southern Lebanon —
a task accomplished in 2000.
But since Syrian troops withdrew
from Lebanon in 2005, the Iranbacked Hezbollah gained standing, especially after the Israeli war
in 2006 that left the militant group
with large caches of arms, delivered from Iran via Damascus.
In 2008, after the Lebanese parliament failed to agree on a new
president, a power struggle broke
out between the Saudi-backed
Lebanese government and proSyrian and Iranian factions led by
Hezbollah.
Hezbollah gunmen overran Beirut and the country neared another
civil war. Intensive diplomatic efforts led to an agreement between
the Lebanese factions that brought
about the election of the thenArmy Commander General Michel

Suleiman as a neutral candidate
and the formation of a government
headed by a Saudi-backed official,
with a veto power for pro-Syrian
and Iranian factions in government.
The Iranian influence in Lebanon
grew as the Syrian regime weakened after uprisings in March 2011
developed into civil war.
“Now Lebanon is under full Iranian hegemony and the pro-Saudi
factions are helpless even though
they hold key positions like the
prime ministry and the ministries
of interior, defence and justice,”
said the Arab Gulf military official.
“What use is giving Lebanon defence and security assistance if it
cannot enforce proper border control and prevent armed Hezbollah
gunmen from reaching Syria, Iraq
and Yemen?”
“Hezbollah has announced its
full allegiance to Iran and its leader, Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah, has
openly announced his hostile position of Saudi Arabia and admitted
involvement in Syria, Iraq, Yemen
and Bahrain,” the official said.
“This can no longer be tolerated
and must stop.”
The GCC leadership apparently

was concerned with the way the
international community has become tolerant of Iran’s meddling in
Arab affairs and with the way global powers, such as the United States
and Russia, were coordinating with
Tehran-backed Shia militias in Syria, Iraq and elsewhere.

“There is no such
thing as good Shia
radical groups and
bad Sunni radical
groups.”
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
United Arab Emirates Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahyan likened
Hezbollah and other Shia militias
in Iraq and Syria to internationally
branded terrorist groups the Islamic State (ISIS) and al-Qaeda.
While the world rallied to fight
ISIS and al-Qaeda, Russia is providing air support to Hezbollah and
other Shia militias combating Syrian rebels and the United States is
providing air cover for Shia militias
in Iraq.
“There is no such thing as good
Shia radical groups and bad Sunni
radical groups,” said one Gulf of-

ficial who asked not to be named.
“There are extremist groups that
commit atrocities under the name
of religion and they all should be
considered as terrorist regardless
of whether they are Shias or Sunnis.”
GCC members are expected to
keep pressure on Hezbollah and
will seek to have other Arab, Islamic and foreign countries list the
group as terrorist to limit Hezbollah
activities by depriving its members
and leadership the ability to travel
freely or transfer funds.
“We will pressure the Lebanese
people and international community to take action against Hezbollah and free the Lebanese decision
of Iran,” the Gulf military official
said. “We are not responsible for
what happens in Lebanon now because the international community
is the one to blame for allowing Iran
to use Hezbollah to gain control of
Lebanon. So let them do something
about it.”
Riad Kahwaji is founder and chief
executive officer of the Institute
for Near East and Gulf Military
Analysis (INEGMA) based in Dubai
and Beirut.

Is Hezbollah a terrorist organisation?

View poi nt

Claude
Salhani

T

he six oil- and
gas-producing
countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council
(GCC) recently
declared the Lebanese Shia movement Hezbollah a
terrorist organisation, echoing
what Israel and the United States
have long maintained.
Just one day earlier a NATOsponsored, closed-door conference addressed this very issue.
A GCC official asked the audience: “Is Hezbollah a terrorist organisation?” The vote by a show
of hands was far from unanimous
but I believe the “yeses” were in
the minority.
Whether Hezbollah is a terror
organisation, however, cannot
be answered with a straight yes
or no. The answer, much like the
politics of the region, is more
complicated.
One of the greatest writers on

If you want to defeat
Hezbollah start by
building up the Lebanese
state. There is no other
way.

military tactics, Sun Tzu, author
of The Art of War, said the first
step in defeating your enemy is to
know him.
Indeed, declaring Hezbollah a
terrorist organisation is doing a
disfavour to those trying to counter the group’s philosophy and
fight its expansion in the Middle
East.
Among the multitude of crimes
Hezbollah is accused of having
committed, the US government
says it has irrefutable proof that
group, with the help of Syria, was
responsible for the killing of 241
US servicemen, mostly US Marines, and 58 French paratroopers
in Beirut on October 23rd, 1983.
Hezbollah has committed terrorist acts, of that there is little
doubt, or at least some members
of the organisation carried out
acts that can be classified as acts
of terror.
However, to better understand
the group’s actions, motivations
and source of strength, one needs
to take a closer look at the components that make up the movement and not lump them into one
basket marked terrorism.
Observers of the region’s
politics agree that Hezbollah is
composed of three distinct units.
First and foremost, Hezbollah is a bona fide political party
representing a large portion

of Lebanon’s Shia community.
As such it is represented in the
government, with a number of
important ministerial positions
held by its representatives. It is
also represented in the country’s
parliament, with deputies elected
on the Hezbollah slate. Because
of the way in which Lebanon’s
electoral laws are established,
Hezbollah’s parliamentary slate
includes Christian members.
Second, perhaps the most
important element of Hezbollah
is its social services. This unit
provides services for the impoverished Shia community in the
absence of the Lebanese state.
Services of primary importance
such as day care and healthcare
centres are provided for the community by the movement. This
is an area in which the Lebanese
state has completely failed.
Quite naturally when providing
such services to a segment of the
population, in return Hezbollah
receives much loyalty.
The third component of Hezbollah is its military wing, which
is at the heart of why some call
it a terrorist organisation. The
military unit is armed, trained
and financed mostly by Iran.
Hezbollah calls its military wing
a resistance movement as it was
its military forces that eventually
forced Israel’s withdrawal from

Nobody can
reboot the
Lebanese
state as long
as Hezbollah,
terrorist or
not, holds
the plug to
the system.

southern Lebanon.
The group’s involvement in the
daily lives of the Shia community in Lebanon, and sometimes
beyond, is so ingrained in the
society that extracting one from
the other would be a very difficult
task unless, of course, the Lebanese government steps in to pick
up its responsibilities where it
has been absent and it has largely
failed.
If you want to defeat Hezbollah
start by building up the Lebanese
state. There is no other way.
There are, however, two
problems with that notion: One
is that Hezbollah has infiltrated
Lebanese state institutions and
substituted its own agenda over
that of the country’s, making
rebuilding the Lebanese state a
more wishful thing today than a
realistic objective.
The second problem is that
Hezbollah has substituted its
Iran-inspired regional agenda
to Lebanon’s national security
requirements. That can only be
disastrous for Lebanon.
Nobody can reboot the Lebanese state as long as Hezbollah,
terrorist or not, holds the plug to
the system.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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French military supplies redirected to Saudi Arabia
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

audi Arabia is to keep billions of dollars of military equipment it is buying from France after
cancelling a deal to give
the weaponry as aid to the Lebanese military over fears it could fall
into the hands of Hezbollah.
Media in Lebanon had speculated that the grant was cancelled due
to economic issues — low crude oil
prices and its participation in two
regional wars — afflicting Saudi
Arabia but, Saudi Foreign Minister
Adel al-Jubeir, at a news conference in Paris, insisted: “We didn’t
stop the contract. It’s just going to
Saudi Arabia, not to Hezbollah.”
“We have a situation where Lebanon’s decisions have been hijacked
by Hezbollah,” Jubeir said. “The
contracts will be completed but the
clients will be the Saudi military.”

“We didn’t stop the
contract. It’s just
going to Saudi
Arabia, not to
Hezbollah.”
Saudi Arabia in February cancelled the grant, called the Donas
military aid programme, over the
Lebanese government’s failure
to condemn attacks on the kingdom’s diplomatic missions in Iran.
This was followed by travel bans
by the kingdom. All Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) members have
officially designated the Hezbollah
militia as a terrorist organisation.

The French government attempted to unblock the deal, with a
spokesman for the French Foreign
Ministry saying that the objective
of the Donas programme was to
contribute to “equipping Lebanon’s
national armed forces in order to
allow them to protect the country
in complete independence. We are
pursuing our dialogue with the
Saudi and Lebanese authorities to
reach this objective.”

France has sold
billions of dollars
in weaponry to
Riyadh.
The military aid programme
had been plagued with delays and
speculation since it was announced
in December 2013. The aid package would have been the biggest
in Lebanese history and was three
times larger than the annual Lebanese defence budget.
The grant involved a four-year, $3
billion Saudi pledge to buy French
arms for the Lebanese military and
a $1 billion support deal for the
Lebanese police. Some weaponry
was delivered in April 2015, a shipment to the Lebanese military that
included 48 anti-tank Milan missiles. That delivery was made after
the Saudis paid $450 million to
France.
Also to have been included in the
deal were 250 combat and transport vehicles, seven Cougar helicopters, three Corvette warships
and a range of surveillance and
communications equipment, plus
training and maintenance services.
Sami Nader, head of the Beirutbased Levant Institute for Strategic
Affairs, told Bloomberg News that

French President François Hollande (R) greets Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef bin
Abdulaziz upon his arrival for their talks on March 4th, at the Élysée Presidential Palace, in Paris.
Saudi Arabia is unable to ensure
that the French weapons would
not fall into the hands of Hezbollah.
“Since Hezbollah, their staunch
enemy, has the upper hand in Lebanon’s decision-making system,
the Saudis are not sure where the
money is going and who will be
controlling it,” Nader said.
The Iran-supported Hezbollah
is backing President Bashar Assad

regime in Syria’s civil war, while
Saudi Arabia supports Sunni rebels. However, both sides are also
fighting the Islamic State (ISIS).
In an unrelated development,
France presented the National Order of the Legion of Honour, the
country’s highest award, to Saudi
Crown Prince and Interior Minister Mohammed bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz.
French President François Hol-

lande bestowed the honour on
the crown prince for his “efforts
in the fight against terrorism and
extremism”. The crown prince led
a successful crackdown on al-Qaeda militants in Saudi Arabia from
2003 to 2007.
France has sold billions of dollars in weaponry to Riyadh and
sees Saudi Arabia as crucial to intelligence sharing about jihadist
groups.

Lebanese worry over Saudi halt of aid

View poi nt

Abdel-Rahman
Ayas

S

audi Arabia’s “punitive”
actions against Lebanon
exacerbated worries in
the smaller country
about its faltering
economy, although its
private sector seems to have
escaped unscathed, at least so far,
officials dealing with the economy said.
Riyadh has suspended aid worth
$4 billion to the Lebanese army
and police in retaliation for the Beirut government’s failure to endorse
condemnations of attacks against
Saudi diplomatic missions in Iran
in protest against the execution of
a Saudi Shia cleric.
After the aid suspension, Saudi
Arabia blacklisted four companies
and three Lebanese men for having
links to Lebanese Shia militant
group Hezbollah, a close ally of
Riyadh’s adversary Iran.
The moves followed the Saudi
National Commercial Bank’s
decision to shut its two branches
in Lebanon, claiming economic
infeasibility.
Amid growing worries about
Lebanon’s economy, which relies
heavily on investments from the
Gulf, doing business with its private sector and hosting its tourists,
Nabil Itani, head of the Investment Development Authority of
Lebanon (IDAL), said he could not
imagine economic ties between
Lebanon and Saudi Arabia would
collapse.
“A large number of foreign investors in Lebanon are from the Gulf
and Gulf markets are important

Lebanon is already
suffering from the war
in Syria and Hezbollah’s
involvement there.

for Lebanese exports,” Itani said.
“These ties are too strong to be
severed.”
About 90% of Lebanese exports
go to Arab markets, with 70% to
Gulf markets, he explained.
“Lebanon’s trade balances suffer
deficits with almost all countries it
trades with. The deficits are severe
except with Saudi Arabia, which
is a major importer of Lebanese
goods,” Itani said.
Between 2003 and mid-2015,
Lebanon received $11.2 billion in
greenfield foreign direct investments or foreign direct investments
in projects started from scratch
from Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) states, said Nassib Ghobril,
head of the Economic Research
and Analysis Department and chief
economist at Byblos Bank S.A.L.
“This includes $1.8 billion from
Saudi Arabia, $2 billion from
Kuwait and $7.3 billion from the
United Arab Emirates,” Ghobril
said. “Targeted sectors include
tourism, commerce, information
technology, services, banking and
real estate. Lebanese bank deposits
total to $152 billion, including $32
billion belonging to nonresidents.
The majority are Lebanese working
in the Gulf.”
If business ties between Lebanon
and the Gulf falter “there will be
trouble”, a Lebanese government
source said, adding: “The Lebanese
economy is very reliant on the Gulf
— investments, tourism, remittances from Lebanese expats there, not
to mention bank deposits. Further
trouble is out of the question, but if
it happens, it will be a major blow
to the economy.”
Lebanon is already suffering
from the war in Syria and Hezbollah’s involvement there, which
brought earlier Gulf punitive measures, including travel bans to the
country where tourism contributes
21% to the gross domestic product.
According to the Lebanese Tourism Ministry, Saudis constituted
80% of Gulf tourists to Lebanon in

2014. More than 1 million refugees
have fled to Lebanon since the start
of the Syrian conflict five years
ago, placing a huge strain on the
services in the small country.
Central Bank Governor Riad
Salameh dismissed claims that Gulf
nationals were withdrawing deposits from Lebanon in a sign of solidarity with Riyadh’s position. “The
Lebanese pound is not in danger
and Lebanon’s Central Bank and
commercial banks have the necessary tools to protect the stability of
the pound,” Salameh told Reuters,
expressing hope for Beirut to mend
ties with Saudi Arabia.
The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) ranks Lebanon 36th among
187 countries in terms of central
bank foreign reserves, which support domestic currency and cover
the country’s import needs. Lebanon’s Central Bank holds $49.61
billion in foreign reserves, the IMF
says.
Arab deposits at the Central Bank
are $860 million, $200 million of

“The GCC
wants to
pressure the
Lebanese
government
and sanction
Hezbollah.”

Lebanon's former prime minister Saad Hariri
(C) leaves the parliament building in Beirut, on
March 2nd.

which belong to Saudi Arabia, according to Makram Sader, secretary-general of the Association of
Banks in Lebanon. Other bankers
stressed that they did not record
significant withdrawal of deposits
since Riyadh froze military assistance to Lebanon.
Lebanese expats working in the
Gulf remit around $5 billion annually, with those coming from Saudi
Arabia leading the list.
“The Lebanese economy will adversely affect once the number of
expats working in the Gulf begins
to decrease,” warned Mohammad
Shaheen, chair of the Lebanese
Council for Work and Investments
in the Gulf. He estimates the
number of expats working there at
300,000 and their beneficiaries at
600,000.
Reports have indicated that the
UAE plans to deport 20 Lebanese
nationals residing in its territories
while Elie Rizk, head of the SaudiLebanese Economic Development
Committee, said 100 Lebanese
working in the kingdom were
scheduled for deportation. They
are believed to be mostly Shias. The
Lebanese government official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, explained the 100 were jobless
because their contracts expired and
their companies were cutting back
for economic reasons.
Since 2009, more than 1,000
Lebanese, mostly Shias from southern Lebanon, have been deported
from the UAE for suspected links
with Hezbollah.
A Saudi official, who asked not to
be named, said GCC states planned
specific expulsions of Lebanese
with Hezbollah ties.
“The GCC wants to pressure the
Lebanese government and sanction Hezbollah. No plans are there
for exerting pressure on Lebanon’s
private sector or the ordinary Lebanese,” he said.
Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a
Beirut-based business writer.
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Blowback from fighting
ISIS should come as no
surprise

T

he bloody confrontation between Tunisian security
forces and armed terrorists trying to establish an
Islamic State (ISIS)-style “emirate” in the country’s
south illustrate the predictable risks as well as the
surprising developments that can spin out of the war
against ISIS militants.
Militants believed to be associated with ISIS tried to
seize control of the town of Ben Guerdane on March 7th. At least
50 Tunisian extremists were involved. Four weapons caches were
later discovered, part of the legacy of years of armament smuggling since the fall of Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi in 2011.
About three weeks earlier, US fighter jets struck an ISIS target in
Sabratha, a small Libyan town not far from the Tunisian border
where militant training camps were being reinforced with new
recruits. The 50 people killed in the strike were apparently preparing to perpetrate terror attacks outside of Libya.
Similarly, in the Jordanian town of Irbid, near the Syrian border,
heavy clashes broke out in March between Jordanian forces and
jihadists. As in Tunisia, weapons, explosives and munitions were
seized from the militants.
“We live in a neighbourhood that is full of terrorist organisations,” Jordanian government spokesman Mohammad al-Momani
told Reuters.
Blowback from the war on terror is likely, especially as efforts of
the international anti-ISIS coalition have taken their toll on the
organisation during the last few months in Syria, Iraq and Libya.
ISIS has taken a beating but has not been beaten and is capable of
expanding and hatching plots outside its original territory.
Unable to establish a viable “Islamic State” in the Levant, ISIS
launched “spectacular” attacks in Europe and the Middle East, in
October and November. It has tried to establish an alternative
base in Libya by exploiting the power vacuum there.
London Metropolitan Police Assistant Commissioner Mark
Rowley said he expects ISIS to try to carry out “enormous and
spectacular” attacks similar to those that cost the lives of 130
people in Paris.
The international community has also lessons to draw. US and
NATO forces should learn from their 2011 campaign against
Qaddafi’s regime, which led to the collapse of the Libyan state and
the creation of a political and security vacuum that facilitated
jihadist encroachment in Mali and triggered vast arms trafficking
across North Africa and the Sahel. Ill-conceived exit strategies
tend to have that effect.
Western powers should know by now that an extended war on
ISIS in the Levant and Libya would have serious consequences
across the region. Squeezed out of their bases, jihadists will start
trickling towards home, if they haven’t already. Their countries of
origin will be most at risk of terrorist blowback.
In the face of probable additional episodes in this inevitable
war, Arab countries must reconsider their own strategies and
develop regionally coordinated approaches. North African or the
Middle East countries should be aware that none of them is
immune from the ripple effects of this protracted war.
To continue foiling terrorism threats, Tunisia and Jordan —
likely to be perceived as weak links by jihadist groups — need
international support to help shoulder the burden of military and
security expenditures as well as the cost of hosting hundreds of
thousands of refugees. Such support should be seen as a key
component in the war against terrorism.
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The battle for
women’s rights in
the Arab world

I

nternational Women’s Day
cannot be allowed to pass
without reviewing the
problem surrounding the
status of women in Arab
societies, not on the basis of
pointing the finger or making
Mona Fayyad
accusations, but rather to help
our society develop and improve.
Many young women, even those
actively involved in the fight for
women’s rights, feel they enjoy
broadly equal rights with men.
This is not based on a specific
concern for women’s rights over
other rights but is based on the
understanding that improving
conditions for women is part of
improving society as a whole.
Since 2002, the Human
Development Reports, issued
annually by the United Nations,
has listed three main obstacles to
development in the Arab world:
freedom, education and women’s
rights. In modern society, political
participation is one of the keys
to development. There needs to
be more women participating in
political life, shaping public policy
and getting involved in the affairs
of the state.
Theoretically, women enjoy
precisely the same rights as men
in modern Arab states. Almost
all Arab constitutions guarantee
women — and, indeed, all
citizens — the right to vote, the
right to stand for election and
general freedoms of expression.
Unfortunately, constitutional
stipulations of equality do not
necessarily reflect or guarantee
political, social and legal equality
in the real world.
This is a very complex issue
and there must be no confusion
between women participating in
politics and democracy in general.
The issue is not the right to vote
or even the number of women
who hold parliamentary seats but
what actual effect women have on
politics and policy.
The number of women who hold
parliamentary seats
at the global level is
less than satisfactory
In the Arab world,
across the board. More
politics is dominated by than this, until the
“Arab spring”, the
notions of masculinity,
highest participation
along with tribal and
of women in
was in
sectarian considerations. parliament
Syria and Tunisia.
This was nothing but
a fig leaf for dictators
to try and put forward
a good image of their
regimes. In reality, these women
had little or no power.

As for women being less
interested in politics, that is
something that applies to all
citizens in the Arab world.
Entering politics in our countries
has become an increasingly scary
prospect and many people feel
politics today is best left to career
politicians.
In the Arab world, politics
is dominated by notions of
masculinity, along with tribal and
sectarian considerations. If you
are part of the opposition, you
could potentially face suppression,
arrest and imprisonment. So there
are major obstacles to political
participation for any citizen,
whether male or female.
Politics in the Arab world is also
intrinsically linked to protecting
national security and military
matters. The relationship between
the state and violence and power
is intrinsic and one that often
discourages women. Sure, there
are women in political party
ranks but rarely do they climb to
positions of influence in those
groups.
There is also a general
understanding in the Arab world
that social work is not part of
politics at large. Most Arab states
legally differentiate between social
activism and politics, creating a
false perception regarding public
life.
Many changes need to be made,
not least the roles of education
institutes and media organisations.
This is vital if we are to change the
way future generations understand
things. Children must be taught
democracy and civics so they
understand their duties as citizens,
creating an environment in which
they can participate in democracy
without fear.
This attention to civics and
human rights must continue
throughout their education and go
beyond the classroom to include
active participation in civil society
and human rights organisations.
As for the media, they can play
multiple roles — some positive,
some negative. The region needs
media that seek to enrich our
society, including supporting
women’s participation in public
life.
It is important that girls can look
to successful examples of female
politicians and businesswomen
as models for what they can
achieve — and more — when their
time comes. The battle is just
beginning.
Mona Fayyad is a Lebanese writer.
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The Middle East in turmoil

T

he civil war in Syria
has unleashed a
Pandora’s box of
problems for the
region and well
beyond, drawing
major powers into the conflict
and escalating tensions to
unprecedented danger levels, or
at least to those not seen since
the coldest days of the Cold War.
The Syrian conflict has spread
well beyond its borders, affecting
all of its neighbours in one manner
or another. The unprecedented
refugee crisis has troubled
European countries, raising
spectres of past regimes that some
hoped would remain forgotten.
The dangers facing the region
have many people worried about
where this could lead if left
unchecked.
Amr Moussa, the former
secretary-general of the Arab
League, classified the situation in
the Middle East and North Africa
as one of “immense danger”.
What does the future hold for
Syria given the level of violence
and destruction that has prevailed
throughout this terrible war?
There is no doubt the Syria of
tomorrow will be a very different
than today’s. Will a post-war Syria
continue under the current regime
after all that has transpired?
That is unlikely. In all
probability, once the
Russians have secured
The dangers facing
their naval bases on the
the region have many Mediterranean, Syrian
Bashar Assad
people worried about President
may very quickly be seen
where this could lead as a liability for them. But
his presence or departure
if left unchecked.
may not be Moscow’s
biggest problem once the
guns fall silent.
Iran and Russia may
be allies today but their interests
are bound to change once the
conflict subsides. If Moscow’s

Claude Salhani

A barber cuts the hair of a customer outside his damaged salon, in Deraa province, Syria.
preoccupation is to maintain its
naval bases on the Mediterranean,
Iran has far more ambiguous
ambitions.
Unlike Russia, which has
limited its participation in the
war to providing air support, Iran,
having invested a good number
on lives and many dollars, views
Syria as a logical extension of its
Islamic revolution. How will this
affect the Russians’ position?
Is the Kremlin simply going to
allow Iran to swallow Syria or the
several countries that may emerge
from the post-war Syria? Or will
Russia be willing to engage in yet
another far-away bloodier war?
On the other side of the region

is North Africa, particularly in
Libya, where the Islamic State
(ISIS) has invested heavily,
hoping to extend its caliphate
from Baghdad to Tripoli. That is
another major flashpoint yet to
reach its climax.
A number of officials who
monitor the region have voiced
concern about Libya. The
Europeans particularly are
keeping a very close eye on the
situation there as it directly
affects developments in their
countries.
Such is the flow of refugees
inundating European countries
in recent years that there is, of
course, the potential of sleeper

terrorists infiltrating along with
refugees, with senior US officials
warning that they are entering
Europe every day. The Islamists
have been going about it quite
shrewdly, investing heavily
in getting their supporters to
Belgium, one of the smallest
European countries. That is why
the Belgium question was asked
at a recent NATO conference held
in Rome.
The answer may be quite
obvious to some. Belgium,
divided between its two principal
communities, the Flemish and the
Walloons, offers a certain level of
ambiguity that the terrorists have
used to their advantage.

Russia’s costly success in Syria

A

number of observers
— including US
President Barack
Obama — have said
Russian actions in
Syria is leading
Moscow into a quagmire. HowMark N. Katz
ever, as Michael Kofman of
Washington’s Woodrow Wilson
Centre recently argued, Moscow’s
intervention has succeeded in
protecting Syrian President
Bashar Assad’s regime and
reclaiming territory it had lost to
the opposition. Russia appears to
be in position for further success.
There are many factors to
explain this state of affairs but
one of the most important is
that the Obama administration
has pursued disparate, even
conflicting, goals in Syria while
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s
policies have been focused on one
specific end.
The Obama administration has
three goals in Syria: 1) Assad’s
downfall; 2) the fight against
the Islamic State (ISIS) and; 3)
the avoidance of major direct
American military involvement.
The Obama administration’s
actions have revealed how it
prioritises these three goals:
The highest priority has been to
avoid becoming bogged down in a
military quagmire. The emphasis
that the administration has placed
on this goal has severely
limited the extent to
Obama has
which it can pursue the
prioritised the fight other two goals.
this, Obama
against ISIS over the hasAfter
prioritised the fight
against ISIS over the
downfall of Assad.
downfall of Assad, as
demonstrated by the
administration’s allocation
of military resources to the
fight against ISIS but virtually
none to dealing with Assad.
Some of Washington’s Middle
East allies are far more serious

Russian fighter jets on the tarmac at the Russian Hamim military
base in Latakia province, in the north-west of Syria, on February 16th.
about the downfall of the Assad
regime. Saudi Arabia, though, has
been distracted from pursuing this
goal by its military intervention
in Yemen, which clearly must be
a higher priority to Riyadh than is
Syria. Indeed, the problems that
Riyadh is experiencing with its
military intervention in Riyadh
raise doubts about its ability to
effectively intervene in Syria
simultaneously. Similarly, while
Turkey also seeks the downfall of
Assad, it is increasingly prioritising
its conflict with the Kurds, both in
Syria and in Turkey.
Putin, by contrast, has focused
on protecting the Assad regime
against its most immediate
threat: the non-ISIS opposition
forces, including those receiving
(relatively little) support from the
United States and (relatively more)
from regional allies.
But protecting the Assad
regime (if not necessarily Assad
himself) is not Putin’s only goal.
He undoubtedly wants to avoid
getting militarily bogged down
in Syria. His ability to support
Assad while avoiding a quagmire
has been greatly enhanced by

the Obama administration’s
making avoidance of a quagmire
its foremost goal and by the
unwillingness of US allies to
become further involved in
Syria independent of larger US
involvement.
Putin has stated repeatedly
that ISIS is a threat, not just to the
Assad regime but to Russia as well.
That the United States and its allies
are devoting their limited military
efforts in Syria to combating ISIS
has meant that Moscow has not
had to focus on targeting ISIS to
defend the Assad regime. In any
event, ISIS is less of an immediate
threat to Assad’s survival than are
his non-ISIS opponents.
Moscow, then, succeeded in
defending the Assad regime
because the United States and its
allies have pursued diffuse goals
in Syria.
Nevertheless, while Russia has
taken advantage of Washington’s
lack of focus, it remains to be seen
how far Putin can go with this
strategy.
If, for example, Russian and
Assad regime forces (along with
those from Iran and Hezbollah)

succeed in defeating the nonISIS opposition, will Moscow be
willing to fight ISIS, which, like
Assad, benefits from Moscow’s
focus on targeting the non-ISIS
opposition? Or will Moscow make
an ignominious, even if tacit, deal
with the devil and allow ISIS to
have free rein in eastern Syria in
return for not challenging Assad
regime rule over western Syria?
Even if Moscow stabilises
Assad’s rule over all or part
of Syria, will control by an
oppressive, unpopular minority
Alawite regime mean that Russian
forces must remain in Syria
indefinitely to prevent the Sunni
Arab majority and other opponents
from rising up again after they
depart?
How will Russian intervention
in Syria, no matter how successful
it is, affect Russia’s relations with
predominantly Sunni countries
that see Moscow’s actions as
not just supporting an antiSunni regime in Syria but also
strengthening Shia Iran? And
what will be the consequences
for Moscow of continued hostile
relations with Turkey, which need
not have deteriorated had Moscow
not allowed its aircraft to fly so
near the Turkish-Syrian border?
Finally, the extent to which
Russia has been militarily
successful in Syria, and may
continue to be, has not improved
Russia’s dire economic straits
resulting from low oil prices and
Western sanctions. Ultimately,
Putin’s success in Syria may
well result in significant costs
and relatively limited long-term
benefits for Russia.
Mark N. Katz is a professor of
government and politics at George
Mason University in the United
States. Links to his recent articles
can be found at www.marknkatz.
com.
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War and falling oil prices widen Iraq crisis
Muhanad al-Hussam

Baghdad

W

ith plummeting oil
prices and the costly war against the
Islamic State (ISIS),
many Iraqis see the
poverty and economic hardships
gripping their petroleum-rich nation as just as much a danger as the
militants commanding parts of it.
Iraq, which sits atop the world’s
second-largest proven oil reserves,
has been unable to generate much
revenue outside its Organisation
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) share, as prices on the
black market have hit a low of $10
per barrel.
To cope with the financial
crunch, the Baghdad government
has opted for austerity, while
anxious Iraqis offered solutions
ranging from charity to desperate
belt-tightening, such as giving up
expensive imported chocolate.
Iraq’s parliament has endorsed
an $88 billion budget with a $20
billion deficit for fiscal year 2016.
Critics deemed the shortage unrealistic, given oil prices in the $30$35 a barrel range while the budget
assumes the government will sell
oil at an average of $45 per barrel.
The budget also envisages an
unlikely growth in oil exports at a
time when demand is dwindling.
Exports are estimated at 3.6 million barrels per day (bpd) in 2016,
compared to the 3.2 million bpd
average in 2015.

A parliamentary
committee said the
unemployment rate
in 2016 could be as
high as 40%.
Export expectations include
500,000 bpd from the northern autonomous Kurdish region, which
had a fallout with Baghdad and
revoked an essential oil-sharing
deal. The Kurds, who face their
own financial crunch, have started
exporting oil independently. They
are likely to continue doing so,
meaning that several billion dollars in revenue may not be shared
with the Iraqi central government.
The economic slowdown is being
felt by Iraqis across the country.

Increasing tensions. Iraqi security forces stand in front of protesters during a demonstration outside the Green Zone in Baghdad,
on March 4th.
Abu Marwan, a daily labourer
from east Baghdad, left a rented
apartment and shared a room
with his four-member family in
an orchard because he was unable to afford the rent. He guards
the orchard in exchange for the
free room. Six months ago, he was
earning as much as $550 a month
but his income has dropped to
about $200.
The dire economic situation
prompted charity organisations
to create the “Mercy Wall”, which
includes people donating used
clothes. They are left on main city
squares with a sign saying: “If you
need these clothes, please take
them.”
In some Baghdad bakeries signs
read: “Bread is free for people who
cannot afford to buy it”.
Doctors post outside their clinic
that medical treatment is free for
the needy.
Economic analyst Samir al-Nassiri said the lack of government
planning, widespread corruption
and reliance on oil for revenues

have led to economic chaos.
“The lame Iraqi economy is
limping on one leg, which is oil and
even this leg is weak now,” Nassiri
said.
Oil exports account for 90% of
total federal revenues. Iraq’s Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi said oil
revenues have fallen to 15% of
what they were two years ago, despite increased production.
In the first batch of promised reforms brought about by street protests, Abadi cancelled some senior
government posts and cut spending on VIP protection. The moves
enjoyed public support but that
soon faded when Abadi ordered
a 3% salary cut for all public servants, saying the funds would go to
the army and militias fighting ISIS.
The Iraqi cabinet approved a law
that demands that people pay for
services received in public hospitals and clinics. That meant cutting back on free healthcare, which
had been available for decades. A
Health Ministry statement suggested fees be levied on people

visiting hospitalised patients.
Critics accused Abadi of “losing
direction” and said the savings
were made at the expense of the
poor, rather than corrupt officials.

The budget assumes
the government will
sell oil at an average
of $45 per barrel.
The worst might be yet to come.
A parliamentary committee said
the unemployment rate in 2016
could be as high as 40%.
Younadam Kana, the head of
parliament’s Labour Committee,
said thousands of factories and
businesses have closed in the past
two years. He blamed the slowdown on the drop in oil revenues
and the war with the Islamic State.
As more people lose jobs, crime,
robberies and kidnappings are on
the rise in Iraqi cities. The Iraqi
Interior Ministry website is full of
statements on crimes and arrested
criminals. In early February, the

Supreme Judiciary Council said
Baghdad courts handed down
40 death sentences and 60 lifein-prison sentences to people involved in kidnappings.
Interior Ministry spokesman
Brigadier-General
Saad
Maan
blamed the mounting crime wave
on swelling unemployment and
economic hardship.
Yet this has also given rise to
humour among frustrated Iraqis.
Senior Shia cleric Jalal al-Din Ali alSaghir recently urged Iraqis to stop
eating chocolate to save money.
The advice ignited nationwide
criticism, especially in social media. Some Facebook users replaced
the picture of a boy on a locally
popular chocolate bar with Saghir’s
photo. Small rallies were staged in
which demonstrators waved Iraqi
flags and chocolate bars, chanting:
“We want chocolate.”
Muhanad al-Hussam, a
pseudonym used for safety
reason, is an Iraqi journalist who
has reported on Iraq for 17 years.

Conditional amnesty is needed in Iraq
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Salam
Sarhan

I

raq is reaching a boiling
point after 13 years of
bloodshed and a cycle of
corruption, among the worst
seen anywhere in the world,
according to most transparency ratings.
Estimates vary but they all
indicate that average Iraqis have
seen little of the billions of dollars
in state budgets since the US-led
invasion in 2003.
Public protests seeking to hold
to account all sectarian groups run
the risk of pushing the country
towards anarchy at a time when it
is battling the Islamic State (ISIS).
There are two options facing
Iraqis. It is either to slide into an
endless revenge cycle or to drop all
personal animosities and pending
criminal investigations in return of
recouping as much looted money
as possible. Doing the latter would
give the country a chance to turn
the page on a dark part of its his-

The Iraqis have to choose
between giving the
country a new start or
continuing the endless
cycle of a revenge.

tory and start anew on a blank
sheet.
The international community has
an obligation to help Iraq take the
latter option and to track looted
money anywhere in the world.
The global banking system can do
a great deal to find the smuggled
funds.
The revenge and punishment option would push corrupt politicians
to unite and fight. They would

most likely go to the limit in falsifying the evidence to justify their
positions and influence investigations.
If they find themselves in a corner, some would probably mislead
the inquiries, using their resources
to reach a dead end or to offer some
scapegoats. Some could assassinate potential witnesses. And
they might even manage to stay in
power.

Tracking
corruption
without
offering
amnesty
is almost
impossible.

Iraqi demonstrators against corruption at Tahrir Square in Baghdad, last February.

Tracking corruption without
offering amnesty is almost impossible, considering that the number
of people involved is likely to be
in the tens or even hundreds of
thousands in the country and
abroad. Those who embezzled
$1 will fiercely defend those who
stole billions in their effort to avoid
punishment.
On the other hand, a conditional
amnesty predicated on the return
of looted assets would make the
guilty think again about their
actions and opt for freedom and
come clean. Amnesty would also
encourage witnesses to come
forward without fear of revenge.
Dropping the fear of punishment,
would crack corrupt groups, with
any number of accomplices coming
forward. Threatening with a big
stick of punishment would make it
difficult to sack a large number of
unqualified officials.
Those who want to save the
country must realise they have to
choose between the two options.
The Iraqis have to choose between giving the country a new
start or continuing the endless cycle of a revenge, which could lead
to even a worse disaster than what
has already been experienced.
Salam Sarhan is an Iraqi writer
and business editor of Al Arab
newspaper in London.
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Controversial wall rises around Baghdad
Muhanad al-Hussam

Baghdad

I

raq’s Shia-led government said
the concrete-and-trench barrier it is building around Baghdad will thwart infiltration
by the Islamic State (ISIS) and
other militants and block the smuggling of car bombs into the city.
For the rival Sunni minority, however, which already feels ostracised
by successive Iraqi governments,
the wall means isolating them further and possibly forcing them out
of Shia communities to districts
outside Baghdad.
Observers say the 3-metre-high
wall, with monitoring cameras and
trenches as deep as 5 metres around
some Baghdad suburbs, is part of a
plan to divide Iraq into three parts:
the already autonomous north for
the Kurds, the centre for the Sunnis and Baghdad and the south and
east for the Shias.

“The only solution
to stop the
bloodshed in Iraq is
to achieve justice
and to end
sectarianism and
ethnic
discrimination in
the country.”
“This is yet the clearest sign
that Iraq’s division is looming,”
observed Yousef Radhi, a retired
professor of political science at the
University of Mosul.
Saad al-Mutalibi, a member of the
security committee in Baghdad’s
Provincial Council, said construction of the wall began in early February.
“The project aims at reducing the
terrorist attacks against our people
and security forces inside Baghdad,” Mutalibi said.
He declined to comment on Sunni fears and political ramifications

of the move.
Sunnis expressed concern that
the true objective of the barrier,
called the “Baghdad belt” or the
“security wall”, is to isolate Sunni
areas in and around Baghdad and
to make the capital’s demographics
purely Shia.
A security official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the
main construction would be concluded within months in the northern, western and southern areas of
Baghdad, where the overwhelming
majority of the population is Sunni.
News of the wall drew an outcry
from Sunnis, whom the central government in Baghdad has been keeping at an arm’s length on grounds
that many of them were insurgents
or members of the disbanded Iraqi
Ba’ath Socialist Party of fallen dictator Saddam Hussein.
A Sunni political coalition known
as the United Sunni Groups rejected
the concept of the wall, describing
it in a statement as an attempt to
“reshape Iraq and divide it according to sectarian lines”.
To achieve that objective, the
Iraqi government will annex territory from the western desert region
of Anbar and Sunni areas south of
Baghdad to enlarge the capital and
Babil province in central Iraq.
Since Saddam’s 2003 overthrow,
Shia groups have been increasingly
calling for “reshaping the boundaries” of some provinces. One example is the vast desert area of Nakhib,
currently part of Sunni Anbar province. Some Shia groups claim Nakhib was originally part of Karbala
province but it was added to Anbar
during Saddam’s era. Karbala authorities want it back.
After ISIS made significant gains
in Anbar in June 2014, Shia militias
moved to the area despite objections by the Anbar government.
Shia militias claimed that their
presence in Nakhib was important
to defend the sacred Shia city of
Karbala and ignored calls to leave
the area.
Shia militias recaptured a small
Sunni town just south of Baghdad

(Credit: Skynews Arabia)

Work on the wall in Baghdad.
from ISIS in 2015. However, militias
refused to let Sunni residents back
into their homes in Jurf al-Sakhar,
arguing that the town could pose a
significant risk to Shia pilgrims to
Karbala because it lies on the Baghdad-Karbala highway.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi tried to quell Sunni concerns
about the wall with a statement
saying that Baghdad is “the capital
of all Iraqis and no wall nor fence
can isolate it or prevent other citizens from entering it”.
He emphasised that the sole goal
of the new security measures was
to “protect the people from the
criminal attacks against them”.
Mutalibi said the barrier will
stretch about 100km in the first
phase and that the wall will be partially made of concrete barriers already in use across Baghdad.

Unpaved roads, which are usually not monitored, leading to the
capital, have been blocked as part
of the new measures, Mutalibi said.
He declined to give the time expected to finish the project.
“In some places, there will be a
wall and in other places there will
be a trench, depending on the geographical nature of the land,” he
said.
Sunni complaints about marginalisation increased since the USled invasion that toppled Saddam
in 2003 and handed power to the
long-oppressed Iraqi Shia majority.
Anger has since fuelled an insurgency led by Sunni militants. Shia
officials repeatedly say that attacks
in Baghdad are carried out by militants, who find refuge among Sunnis in areas encircling the capital.
Baghdad Sunni resident Ahmed

Abdul-Qadir argued that most of
the car bombs are made inside
Baghdad and assassinations and
kidnappings are carried out by Shia
militias.
“It is another futile security
measure that will fail to protect the
people, just like any previous one,”
Abdul-Qadir said. “People will continue to die because of the unqualified security commanders.”
Hamid al-Mutlaq, a Sunni lawmaker from Anbar, said that with
the latest ISIS defeats, the need for
the wall seems to have lessened. He
maintained, however, that all previous security measures have failed
to end the violence.
“The only solution to stop the
bloodshed in Iraq is to achieve justice and to end sectarianism and
ethnic discrimination in the country,” he said.

Walls of conflict and controversy
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Debusmann
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onstruction is under
way on a wall around
Baghdad that will be
almost twice as long
as the late, unlamented Berlin Wall,
the most infamous barrier of
modern times. Once completed,
the Baghdad Wall will stretch
more than 300km and become
part of an array of physical
barriers around the world that
divide neighbours and bring to
mind the Middle Ages rather
than the 21st century.
There are walls, fences,
trenches and berms. Some are
reinforced by motion detectors,
heat-sensing cameras, X-ray
systems, night-vision equipment, helicopters, drones,
blimps and watchtowers. There
are walls in places as far apart as
Mexico and India, Afghanistan
and Spain, Morocco and Thailand, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia.
What they have in common
is an implicit admission of
failure to solve conflicts through
diplomacy and negotiation. What
they also have in common is
that the barriers are objects of
controversy, viewed differently
from either side. The Baghdad

Walls are an implicit
admission of failure
to solve conflicts
through diplomacy and
negotiation.

Wall is a case in point.
When construction began early
in February, the government
said the wall was being built for
security reasons — to end bomb
attacks that killed 299 civilians
in January alone. Proponents of
the wall argue that much of the
violence is coming from Islamic
State-controlled areas outside the
capital, which therefore must be
secured by a physical barrier.
This is not an explanation that
convinces leaders of the Sunni
minority. They suspect that the
wall will extend beyond the area
of the capital into neighbouring
Anbar province.
“The real objective behind
the construction of the wall is
to isolate Baghdad from Sunni
areas in preparation for annexing
it so a Shia region in case a
federal system of partition is
implemented,” Hamid al-Mutlaq,
a member of parliament for Anbar
told the news website al-Monitor.
The wall under construction
follows the logic that prompted
US occupation forces to build
a 5km wall in 2007 to separate
a Sunni district from a Shia
neighbourhood. It provoked
protests from both communities
and Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
denounced the wall as “racist”.
That echoes clashing views
about the wall that snakes through
Jerusalem to seal off the eastern
part of the city from the West
Bank. The Palestinians call it
“apartheid wall” and the Israeli
occupiers who built it call it a
“security fence”. The government
confiscated large tracts of
Palestinian land to build it and

85% of the barrier runs inside the
West Bank.
The Baghdad Wall and the
fears of creeping annexation
that go with it have aroused little
international attention at a time
when a number of European
countries were stringing razor
wire along their borders to keep
out a flood of refugees from
Syria’s civil war. The failure of
world leaders to end the Syrian
bloodshed is being compounded
by the failure to work out a system
to distribute refugees across
Europe.
The wall that made most news

Once
completed,
the
Baghdad
Wall will
stretch
more than
300km.

in recent months is the one Donald
Trump, the New York billionaire
who seeks to be president of the
United States, wants to build along
the 3,200km border between the
United States and Mexico. Walls of
corrugated metal and wire fences
already run along about one-third
of the line.
It is an irony of history that the
United States — the country that
hastened the fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989 — has emerged as
a champion wall builder, with
millions of Americans cheering
Trump’s idea to tightly seal the
border.
But the promise that physical
barriers will keep out all unwanted
immigrants or terrorists is as
illusive on America’s southern
border as it is in Baghdad or Gaza,
where tunnels under the barrier
serve as infiltration points. Walls
can reduce illicit crossings but not
eliminate them.
Oddly, the world’s second
longest wall is also the least
known. It was built by Morocco in
the 1980s to curb attacks by the
Western Sahara independence
movement, Polisario Front. The
wall is 2,700km long and 3 metres
high. The only wall known to be
longer is the Great Wall of China,
at more than 21,000km. It failed to
keep out the northern barbarians
against whom it was meant to
protect.
Bernd Debusmann is a writer
on foreign affairs based in
Washington. He has reported from
more than 100 countries and was
wounded twice while covering the
civil war in Lebanon.
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Popular uprising against Assad revived by truce
Manar Abdel Razzak

Gaziantep, Turkey

A

s if the clock was put
back five years, Syrians in rebel-held territory took advantage of
the first ceasefire in the
war that created havoc across their
country to take to the streets again
and call for the departure of Syrian President Bashar Assad and his
Ba’ath regime.
The ritual of Friday anti-government protests resumed March 5th
after a ceasefire went into effect
February 27th, recreating scenes
reminiscent of the early days of
the uprising against Assad before
unarmed protests turned to armed
insurrection.
Although the tenuous truce was
marred by sporadic clashes and occasional barrel bombs dropped on
rebel areas, protests occurred in
more than 100 locations across Syria, including Deraa, Aleppo, Homs,
Hama, Idlib, rural Damascus and
certain parts of Islamic State-held
Deir ez-Zor and Raqqa, under the
theme of The Revolution Continues.
Waving the three-starred, tricolor
flag that has become the uprising’s
emblem, demonstrators raised
banners that read “Long live Syria,
down with Assad” and “We don’t
love you. We don’t love you. Go

Protests that used to
draw hundreds of
thousands of people
have shrunk.
away with your (B’aath) party.”
“The aim of the protests is to
bring our voice to the world and (to
say) that the revolution that started
as a peaceful one will continue until
the regime is brought down,” said
Omar al-Abed, a protester in Jirjanaz in rural Idlib.
“The world has turned a blind
eye on us and allowed Russia, Iran

and the regime to commit massacres against the people right from
the onset of the peaceful uprising
in Syria,” Abed added, stressing that
the movement will not abate despite the high casualty toll.
More than 260,000 people have
been killed, including 135 dead during the first week of the truce, and
hundreds of thousands have been
arrested or gone missing, in addition to millions displaced.

“The world has
turned a blind eye
on us and allowed
Russia, Iran and the
regime to commit
massacres.”
Protesters in rural Damascus,
besieged by the regime for almost
three years, carried banners demonstrating the resilience of the
uprising. “The calamity continues
despite the muzzling of the guns…
We will not let down our detainees,”
read one banner.
However, protests that used to
draw hundreds of thousands of
people have shrunk. Many of the
young men who took part in the
protests have been rounded up or
have since been killed or forced to
flee the country.
“After five years, many of my
friends have been killed on the
fronts against ISIS and the regime
but I returned to the street to remember the first days of the uprising,” said Yassine Ibrahim from Aazaz, north of Aleppo.
Mohamad Aziz placed his weapon
aside to join the peaceful protest in
Jirjanaz.
“The regime has forced us to carry
arms to defend ourselves after two
years of peaceful demonstrations,”
he said. “The protests revived hope
and confidence in the success of the
Syrian people’s uprising.”
Syria’s conflict began in March
2011 with widespread protests
against the regime. Demonstrations

Protesters chant slogans and carry an opposition flag during an anti-government protest inside a
2nd-century Roman amphitheatre in the historic Syrian southern town of Bosra al-Sham, in Deraa,
on March 4th.
were at their largest on Fridays and
activists assigned themes to the
weekly marches. By 2013, a fierce
government crackdown and heavy
shelling had stamped out most attempts to stage protests.
The “cessation of hostilities” brokered by the United States and Russia allowed humanitarian organisations to deliver much-needed aid
to besieged and rebel-controlled
areas. The United Nations estimates
that there are almost 500,000 people living under siege in Syria, out of
a total 4.6 million who are hard to
reach with aid.
For the first time in years, Yasser
Abu Ammar said he was not living in fear, taking advantage of the
relative calm to repair his damaged
house in Aazaz.

“I hope I will not have to redo it
again,” he said. “I fear that (Russian
President Vladimir) Putin’s planes
might come back and destroy my
house completely because I believe
Aazaz would be the main front in
case the truce collapses.”
In ISIS-held Raqqa and Deir ezZor provinces, anti-government
protests were limited to a few hundred people in remote rural areas.
The resumption of political protest shocked official Syrian circles.
“Turkey and (Arab) Gulf countries
are behind the organisation of
these protests that were staged in
areas close to Turkey and Jordan,”
charged a Syrian official who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
“The ‘organisers’ should have
rather pushed towards a solution of

the crisis instead of escalating the
situation through provocative slogans,” the official added.
Mohamad Daoud and his family from Maarat al-Naaman in rural
Idlib took advantage of the ceasefire
to lead a semblance of normal life.
“For the first time in three years
we could go to the farm in the outskirts of the city to check on the
fruit trees,” Daoud said. “I hope
the truce will continue and a solution will be found… Syrians have
had enough destruction and calamity… We have simply forgotten the
meaning of life.”
Manar Abdel Razzak is a Syrian
reporter based in the southern
Turkish city of Gaziantep.

Syria’s non-violent demonstrations
could be a game changer
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or the first time in five
years, news from Syria
sounded different.
More than 100 demonstrations against the
regime were recorded
on March 5th across large parts of
Syria freed from the rule of
President Bashar Assad.
The enthusiasm that
accompanied the news that
people were demonstrating again
peacefully in the streets was not
confined to social media, which
amplified it, or to the reporters
who wrote about it.
It embarrassed the Syrian
dictator and his supporters in Iran
and Russia, as well as Islamofascists across Syria and the region.
US Ambassador to the United
Nations Samantha Power, the
author of the book that describes
best the Syrian biblical tragedy — A
Problem from Hell — saluted the
demonstrators in a tweet.
The question is if these
demonstrations are the way to a
game change in Syria, why did
they trigger such an embrace and
how is it possible to conceive the
next steps that may effectively
turn the international table on
the side of the demonstrators?
As for why, the common

Islamo-fascism in
non-Assad territory needs
to be pushed back.

ground for the enthusiasm is
the non-violent character of the
demonstrations across the board.
Here were thousands of Syrians
calling for the end of the regime
and the continuation of the
5-year-long revolution, on the one,
essential term that started it, nonviolence.
In Syria, non-violence caught
up with Tunis, Cairo, Sana’a and
Manama in mid-March 2011,
as children were tortured for
scribbling anti-regime slogans in
Deraa, women demonstrated in
the place of Marja in front of the
Ministry of the Interior and the
Mandela of Syria, Riad Turk, wrote
a wake-up call entitled The Time for
Silence is Gone.
Then, for five consecutive
months, the philosophy of nonviolent change rocked the country,
while the government exercised
what it knew best against unarmed
demonstrators — torture and
killing.
When the revolution slowly took
up arms in the summer of 2011, it
lost its strongest, most powerful
argument against the regime.
The most telling warning written
on June 11th, in the entry of the
main Facebook page of the Syrian
Revolution against Bashar Assad,
was defeated: “Why does the
regime insist that the revolution
is armed? Why does it go to such
great lengths to say there are
armed groups? Does this not tell
you something? Does it not tell you
that the choice of non-violence
and peace is the right choice
and that it is the choice that the

regime is scared of? If the choice
for peaceful means were wrong,
wouldn’t the regime behave
differently?”
Now is, at last, the chance to
reclaim the lost spirit and to
correct a prophetic mistake. But
how to change the game in the
direction outlined by non-violent
demonstrators?
Geneva is on and the ceasefire
needs to be nurtured. The
opposition joining may not
matter much, it just needs to say
the right things and avoid the
trap of legitimising the regime
by participating in a rickety
government of so-called national
unity.
It should consider a government
if Assad is truly sidelined, which is
unlikely. It mostly needs to set its
sight on the spirit of non-violence
and rekindle it time and again in
the coming weeks and not only on
Fridays.
More demonstrations will
command inevitable support
worldwide if they remain nonviolent in tone and aspect and
it will be harder now for the
cowardice and brutality of the
dictatorship to be exercised on
people marching in streets outside
its reach. As the movement grows,
other neighbourhoods will follow,
all the way to Damascus, reviving
also the argument for a safe haven
in the localities where the people
assemble peacefully in large
numbers.
For this renewed dynamism
to take root, three measures
can be taken in the Syria where

Non-violent
protests will
command
worldwide
support.

demonstrations are possible:
— The more women appear in
the demonstrations and show their
determination and leadership
alongside men the more colourful
the demonstrators, the more
appealing the revived revolution.
Women back in the leadership are
the essence of success in any nonviolent revolution.
— The language of the
demonstrators must conform to the
non-violent appeal. The small town
of Kafr Nabl has been uniquely
inventive over the past five years
but the non-violence sloganeering
requires new heights and this is
where the unbound creativity of
non-violence can be exercised
across the world, including by
showing that Syrians stranded by
their millions abroad will return
promptly to cities if they are not
subject to torture and death every
day.
— Last and not least, Islamofascism in non-Assad territory
needs to be pushed back. This is
not easy but even the most battlehardened warriors recognise
the value of survival. Muslims
and Islamists are not born
authoritarian. The demonstrations
witnessed in early March in
Syria could not have happened
otherwise.
Chibli Mallat is an international
lawyer and law professor. His latest
book, Philosophy of Nonviolence,
Oxford University Press, 2015,
builds on the “Arab spring” to
develop an efficient theory of
radical change.
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Splitting of Syria will trigger a regional bloodbath
Khalil Hamlo and Ed Blanche

Damascus

I

ncreasingly, it seems that Syria,
once deemed one of the strongest Arab states to emerge from
the collapse of the Ottoman
empire almost 100 years ago, is
splintering into ethnic and confessional statelets after five years of the
worst war the Middle East has witnessed.
The general consensus among
Syrians is that if the UN-sponsored
peace efforts do manage to end the
savagery and divide the country
between the warring parties, it will
trigger a maelstrom of new fighting between the mini-states created
by the diverse religious and ethnic
communities that for generations
have coexisted in this ancient land.
The key statelets would be controlled by the Kurds; Sunni Muslims,
who form the majority of the population; and the minority quasi-Shia
Alawite sect, which dominates the
Damascus regime in power since
1970. Other minorities, such as
Christians, would have to fit in as
best they can.
The outside powers that have
been dragged into this complex,
multisided war, which some claim
has been brewing since Britain and
France carved up the carcass of the
Ottoman empire after World War I
to further their strategic interests
rather than the aspirations of the
region’s peoples, appear to believe
that partitioning Syria is the only
way to end the slaughter.

The cessation of
hostilities agreed by
the United States
and Russia “sounds
like a prelude to
partitioning Syria”.
“I’m having a tough time seeing
it come back together,” LieutenantGeneral Vincent Stewart of the US
Defense Intelligence Agency admitted during a security conference in
Washington in September 2015. “I
can see a time in the future where
Syria’s fractured into two or three
parts.”
The cessation of hostilities agreed
by the United States and Russia
“sounds like a prelude to partitioning Syria,” warned Mahmoud al-Akkam, a member of the Syrian state
delegation to the ill-fated Geneva
III talks organised by the United Nations in February. “As a first step it
would legitimise the de facto situation of the ground and move on to a
concrete partitioning plan at a later
stage.”
But many Syrians say the reality
on the ground is in sharp contrast
to what the outside powers claim to
be seeking. Within Syria’s 185,000
square kilometres of terrain, there
is not one single geographical or
administrative zone that could be
easily demographically divided because of the way in which the di-

verse religious and ethnic communities across the country coexisted
for generations.
Syrians, under the secular Assad
regime, have to a large extent identified themselves by nationality rather than their ethnic or confessional
affiliations. The embattled government has sought to avert fragmentation, most notably through supporting Kurdish and Arab tribes in the
north with weapons in an effort to
dissuade dissension.
Akkam told The Arab Weekly:
“The majority of Syrian citizens believe in the unity of their country
and have a keen sense of belonging
to a nation before their sense of belonging to a religion or an ethnicity
or any other denomination.
“In all areas of Syria, there exist Muslims, Christians, Arabs,
Chechens, Circassians, Turkmen
and they’re part of the Syrian social
fabric. They continue to interact despite the war… They don’t interact
on the basis of their religions but on
the basis of being Syrians first and
foremost.
“This is not what the West wants,”
Akkam continued. “The objective of
the war on Syria is to divide Syrian
society along religious and sectarian
lines so as to justify the existence of
the state of Israel in the region on religious basis (being a Jewish state).
This cannot succeed in Syria.”
Others have warned that partition
will almost certainly involve major
demographic changes within Syria,
which would mean violent sectarian
and ethnic cleansing on a wide scale
and this is already causing upheaval
and tensions in Lebanon, Jordan
and Turkey.
And amid the escalating rivalry
between Sunni Saudi Arabia and
Shia Iran — the one wanting Assad’s
downfall, the other keeping him
in power — the collision of these
two Gulf titans in Syria will spread
across a region undergoing historic
and violent change, creating fissures
that jihadist groups such as the Islamic State (ISIS) could exploit.
Bekir Atacan, a Turkish political
analyst close to the ruling Justice
and Development Party (AKP), has
observed that “any plan to partition
Syria will not stop at Syria’s borders”. Atacan, who lived in Syria for
many years, warned: “It will… reach
regional countries, with the Gulf
states at the forefront of the victims
of the scheme.”
It is not at all clear whether the
main powers involved in the Syrian
conflict are aware of the potentially
severe repercussions of partition on
the entire region and, indeed, their
own interests.
But behind the scenes, international diplomacy, particularly involving powers with a keen interest in Syria, is tilting towards that
option — a grim reawakening of the
infamous Anglo-French Sykes-Picot
agreement of 1916, catalyst for so
many of the catastrophes the Middle
East has endured since then.
So the partition option carries
with it the bruising weight of history, smacking as it does of foreign
powers once again carving up Arab

Map of Syria showing the areas controlled by different groups.
land. Joshua Landis, an American
scholar who lived in Syria for years
and now heads Middle Eastern studies at the University of Oklahoma,
observed that the issue is heavily
“freighted with notions of surrender, great power conspiracy, SykesPicot 2″.

Partition will almost
certainly involve
major demographic
changes within
Syria.
Russia and Iran, Assad’s major allies, have urged him to limit regime
control to what has become known
as “useful Syria” — namely the
north-western Latakia region on the
Mediterranean, the Alawite heartland in the north-east, Damascus
and its environs and a land corridor
into Lebanon, a supply lifeline for
Hezbollah — while ceding the rest to
the rebels.
This scenario could be changing
as Russia’s high-firepower intervention has won back a lot of territory

for the regime since September. But,
even if that is so, Assad’s military
does not have the manpower to hold
the entire country.
There are other partition scenarios, including splits based on ethnic
and religious divisions. The general
idea is that northern Syria would be
allocated to the Kurds supported
by the United States and, ironically,
Russia. That would incense Turkey,
fighting its own separatist Kurds.
The rest of Syria would be divided into two regions. One would
include the governorates of Damascus, Homs, Aleppo, Hama, Latakia
and Tartus, along with the outlying
southern governorates of Sweida
and Deraa, cradle of the anti-Assad
protests in March 2011. These would
encompass roughly 10 million people, 65% of Syria’s population.
The other would comprise the rest
of the country, including the largely
desert eastern region that the regime
abandoned two years ago because
of its dwindling military resources.
This would embrace the ancient city
of Palmyra, its archaeological treasures smashed by ISIS, across Homs
province to the eastern suburbs of

Geographic distribution of Syria’s sects
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

P

eople from all of Syria’s
many religions, sects and
ethnicities can be found
throughout the country,
making if difficult to divide the country into sectarian or
ethnic entities unless there were
population movements on a large
scale.
According to pre-war estimates,
Sunni Muslims account for 72% of
Syria’s population of 22.85 million.
They mostly lived in the capital Damascus, the northern city of Aleppo, Idlib to the south-west, Deraa in

the south, and Raqqa and Deir ezZor in the east of the country. Christians, estimated at 9%, lived in cities, mainly Aleppo and Damascus,
and in towns around those cities.
The Druze, almost 4% of Syrians,
are present mainly in and around
the southern city of Sweida, while
Shia — including Twelvers, Ismailis and Alawites — are estimated
at 15%. A few hundred Jews live in
Aleppo and Damascus.
Only the Alawites, the sect of
Syrian President Bashar Assad, are
concentrated in semi-connected
areas, a fact that makes an Alawite
entity more feasible than any other.
Alawites live in the coastal cities of
Tartus and Latakia, and in rural areas between there and the towns of

Homs and Hama to the east. They
have good presence east and northeast of Hama.
The large Sunni presence between Homs and Hama complicates the creation of an Alawite
mini-state. In an attempt to change
this, Assad’s government settled
1,500 Alawites in El-Waar, north of
Homs, most of them armed men,
who would back army operations
there.
Since Sunnis are almost everywhere in Syria, it would be hard for
them to have their own mini-state.
At the same time, many Sunnis
back Assad’s regime. Their large
presence in Latakia and Tartus
would pose problems there for a
solely Alawite political entity.

Christians are widely dispersed,
but Ismailis, or Seveners, are concentrated in the cities of Salmieh
and nearby towns in south-east of
Tartus. The Druze dominate around
the southern city of Sweida, making
some sort of Druze entity possible.
Ethnic Kurds meanwhile account
for about 9% of the population, and
are mostly Sunni. Aiming to create
their own autonomous zone in eastern Syria, Kurdish forces have in recent weeks extended their control
outside their historical areas and
are looking to take hold of most of
the country’s 500-km border with
Turkey. But there are also many
Christians within Kurdish-held areas, particularly east of Aleppo, and
in the eastern city of Qamishli.

Aleppo and to Idlib, Raqqa, Deir ezZor with its oil fields and southern
Hasakah, a total of 6 million people.
Northern Syria could become autonomous with a population of 2.5
million, 1 million of them Kurds —
although the Kurds are unlikely to
get what they want in terms of independence because, ironically, the
regime remains their patron.
Assad’s close adviser, Bouthaina
Shaaban, maintained on February
20th that “units of the Syrian army
are protecting the population in the
north” and that Kurdish “military
units are cooperating with Syrian
forces… in the northern and northeastern regions in the war against
terrorism.
“There’s no problem with the
Kurds in Syria,” she insisted, echoing the regime mantra that it still has
popular support. “What’s important
is the unity of the land and the Syrian people.”
Maybe so. But a prominent Kurdish leader in the embattled Hasakah
governorate says partition will only
cause conflict and offers a chilling
scenario of further massacres and
misery.
“What the Syrian people made a
revolution for, particularly social
justice, now belongs to the past,
given the scale of the current catastrophe, one that has opened deep
wounds in Syrian society,” he said
on condition of anonymity.
“It’s shameful to have to admit
that Syria’s already divided… If the
plans of the regional states financing
the war are to establish miniature
states and other types of entities,
then all Syrians must become aware
that what awaits them is more destruction and death.
“Partitioning Syria means more
bloody civil wars, which will not
stop even if a confederation of states
is constituted… We’ll certainly have
to pay double in the event of partition.”
Ed Blanche is the Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly who has covered
the Middle East since 1967 and lives
in Beirut.
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Arabic remains a ‘beautiful language’,
says Arab science and culture chief
Lamine Ghanmi

A

Tunis

rabic remains a
beautiful
language but a
pan-Arab effort
is needed to
make it attractive to young
people, said
Abdullah Hamad Muhareb,
director-general of the Arab
League Educational, Cultural
and Scientific Organisation
(ALECSO).
The UN General Assembly included Arabic among its working
languages in 1973 but the classical
form of Arabic is facing a crisis
among young people who are
shifting towards other languages
and colloquial Arabic.
The attraction and love of
Arabic was nurtured over generations and centuries by religious
tradition and artistic expressions
such as calligraphy and poetry as
crucibles that sustained fascination with the language. However,
globalisation has made other
languages appear more important
and on a more local level dialects
have developed, diluting classic
Arabic.
“Arab youth are shunning
Arabic because they feel it is a
difficult language,” Muhareb said.
“That is because of problems in
the educational system. That was
not the case 30 years when young
Arabs loved it more.
“The truth is not that way.
Arabic is a beautiful language and
can be made more attractive to
young people.”
More than 250 million people in
the Middle East and North Africa
speak Arabic, besides languages
such as Kurdish, Berber and
Mehri. As the language of the
Quran, Arabic is used with vari-

Abdullah Hamad Muhareb, director-general of the Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific
Organisation (ALECSO).
ous degrees of proficiency by the
1.6 billion Muslims around the
world.
“Nowadays, young people do
not find an adequate environment at the educational system’s
various stages that attract them to
the language. They leave the high
school stage hating Arabic because teachers do not help young
learners love the language,” said
Muhareb.
“There are teaching tools
beside books that can encourage
young minds to embrace and love
Arabic.”
That is not the case in most

“We have good
ideas, initiatives
and proposals
but we do not
have the money.”

Arab countries.
“The situation of Arabic is an
issue of great concern for us,”
Muhareb said. “Promoting Arabic
and developing and upgrading
education in Arabic is very important but this needs huge investments.”
The head of ALECSO cited the
need for good teachers, which requires higher wages, more attractive books as well as adaptations
of Arabic teaching to the internet
age and social media.
“Many things are required to
upgrade and bolster Arabic language in relation with youth. We

can borrow from experiences of
teaching foreign languages such
as English, Spanish and French,”
Muhareb said. “We have good
ideas, initiatives and proposals
but we do not have the money.
Arab states have it and they have
to play their roles to protect and
expand Arabic.”
Arabic increasingly faces competition from foreign languages,
mainly English, as young people
look for better opportunities in a
globalised economy. Arabic also
faces the challenge of coexistence
with home languages, as Berber
and Kurdish groups and other
minorities work to reclaim their
heritage and central governments
loosen their grip on societies and
cultural identity.
Berbers in Morocco and Algeria
are rebuilding links with their
language. Schools have opened
classes for pupils and academies
after governments recognised
it after it being long confined to
homes or festivals.
Unofficial estimates put the
number of Berbers, also referred
to as Amazighs, at nearly 20 million in Morocco and Algeria and
at about 600,000 in Libya.
According to longtime Libyan ruler Muammar Qaddafi,
Amazighs were of “Arab origin”
and their language “a mere dialect”. Registration of non-Arab
names was forbidden, Libya’s
first Amazigh organisation was
banned and anyone involved in
the group’s cultural revival prosecuted.
Asked about language claims by
linguistic and cultural minorities
in the Arab world, Muhareb said
he was sceptical of the motives
behind such demands.
“Why are these claims appearing now? These minorities were
present all the time. The minorities have dialects. Those who live
in Arab cultural environment are
Arabs,” Muhareb insisted.

Morocco gives
up 30-year drive
to ‘Arabise’
education
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

orocco has decided
to return to teaching
three major school
subjects in French,
starting in the first
grade rather than the third at state
schools, ending three decades of an
experiment in “Arabisation”.
The decision to return to French
was announced in February by Moroccan King Mohammed VI during
a cabinet meeting following a proposal by Education Minister Rachid
Belmokhtar.
Belmokhtar’s plan marked the
end of the Arabisation policy
launched 30 years ago. Mathematics, natural sciences and physics are
to be taught in French and public
primary schools will be put on an
equal footing with private schools
in teaching French.
Belmokhtar’s proposal had been
strongly criticised by Arabic language supports, including Prime
Minister Abdelilah Benkirane and
his Justice and Development Party
(PJD).

The push for French is a major
blow to supporters of the Moroccan
dialect (darija), who claim it can
easily substitute for classical Arabic
in education because it is widely
used, including in parliament.
In the early 1980s, the government led by the Independence
Party decided to “Arabise” public
education with the implicit blessing of late King Hassan II in a bid
to strengthen conservatives and
Islamists at the expense of the leftists.
Retired French teacher Ahmed
Rissouli said the new requirements come after three decades of
a “failed” education system.
“Teaching French from the first
grade is better for schoolchildren,
who will love it more and progress
much faster,” said Rissouli. “Students who study scientific subjects
in Arabic find themselves with a
great dilemma in higher education
where the same subjects are taught
in French.”
A report from the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), titled Universal
Basic Skills: What Countries Stand to
Gain, revealed that Morocco ranks
73rd in basic academic skills. The

Schoolchildren listen to a teacher as they study during a class in the Oudaya primary school in Rabat,
at the start of the new school year in Morocco.
analysis was based on test scores of
15-year-old students in mathematics and science in 76 developed and
developing countries.

The challenge
is sociological
since the
Arabisation of
education created a
social divide.
The ranking reflects Morocco’s
degrading educational system despite the king’s call in 2013 for improvement.
“The situation of the educational
sector requires a halt for an impartial test of conscience which will allow the evaluation of achievements

and identification of weaknesses
and dysfunctions,” King Mohammed VI said during a speech in August 2013.
Private education in Morocco is
growing at the expense of public
schools. The percentage of students enrolled in private schools
increased from 9% in 2009 to 15%
in 2015, according to Global Initiative for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, a research centre on
inequalities in access to education.
A report published in April 2015
by the UN Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights warned
that uncontrolled growth of private
education in Morocco “generates
discrimination in education and is a
source of human rights violations”.
The challenge is sociological

since the Arabisation of education
created a social divide.
“Morocco will earn a great deal
behind this reform as students will
boost their skills and master the
language of Molière,” said Rissouli.
The reform, which also introduces English in the fourth grade, signals that Morocco is leaning more
to the West at the time of the rise of
Islamism in the MENA region.
“For the reform to succeed, the
necessary means, especially the
human resources, infrastructures
and the latest teaching technologies, are required to achieve the vision’s goals,” said Rissouli.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Foreign demand for Arabic rising in Cairo

Foreign students attending lectures at the Arab Academy in downtown Cairo.

Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he “Arab spring” events,
affinity with Islamic culture and the desire to
seek employment opportunities in Arab countries
are reasons there is a rising interest
in Arabic, especially in Europe and
the United States.
Sayed Ramadan, a language specialist in his early 40s, has been
teaching Arabic to foreigners since
1997 when he and friends founded
the Arab Academy, one of several
centres teaching Arabic in Cairo.
“Interest in Arabic has never
been higher,” Ramadan said.
It is hard to gauge exactly how
many people travel to Egypt to
learn Arabic because the bulk of
learners attend privately owned
centres.
The chance to learn Arabic had
been sought by a large number of
people in many parts of the world
— from South Korea, where universities have Arabic language departments, to the United States, where
a sizeable portion of foreign language students opt for Arabic.
The “Arab spring” increased

interest in the language as developments in Arab states made
headlines in Western newspapers.
Increased interest in Arabic in the
United States started even before
that, with the 9/11 attacks focusing
many Americans’ attention on the
Arab-speaking world.

“Learners know that
the language can
give them good
access to the Arab
market.”
Karin Nemri, an American learner of Arabic, said studying the language was an intuitive decision
based on knowing that it would be
beneficial in the future.
“Recent developments in the
Arab region have contributed to
motivating me to continue moving
forward in my studies,” said Nemri,
60.
The same developments motivated Helena Salame, an American born in London, to study the
language. She said her impetus for
studying Arabic was spiritual and
personal.
“Recent political developments
combined with the ugly campaign
rhetoric in the US and utter dismay

at the scope of human suffering
during the refugee crisis undoubtedly encouraged me to persevere in
my studies,” Salame said. “Having
had the exceptional opportunity of
spending close to a year in Egypt
many years ago, I know very well
that, as humans, we have way more
in common with each other.”
Some of the students live in
Egypt already and seek to learn
Arabic to communicate with locals.
Kriszta Veres, a 43-old Hungarian who has lived in Cairo for some
time, said: “I need Arabic to communicate with people more effectively. Nevertheless, it is not easy
to learn, especially the grammar,
which seems totally illogical to
me.”
Ahmed Samir, an Arabic language specialist, said he has seen
the difficulties foreigners have
while learning Arabic. Before he
starts teaching, Samir suggests students familiarise their ears with the
language.
“Listening is a very important
initial step for learning,” Samir
said. “When the learners’ ears are
accustomed to Arabic sounds, this
makes learning easy.”
The interest in Arabic has largely
been from Europe and the United
States, according to Ramadan,

although “a large number of the
learners also come from Asia and
Latin America”.
US and UK students are often
more ready to learn, according to
Samir, because some of them may
have been in contact with Arabs in
their countries. Students from Latin America are far from the Arab region, which can steepen the learning curve, Samir adds.
Ramadan attributes this desire to
learn Arabic to economic and business reasons.

Some of the students
live in Egypt already
and seek to learn
Arabic to
communicate with
locals.
“These learners know that the
language can give them good access to the Arab market,” Ramadan said. “They can find jobs or do
business in Arab countries if they
learn the language.”
Even with this, Ramadan has
seen Egypt lose its edge as an important centre for language learning.
Cairo used to compete with Bei-

rut, Damascus, Baghdad and Rabat
for foreign learners. With Baghdad
and Damascus out of the equation
because of the ongoing turmoil,
Beirut and Rabat receive most of
the learners because Cairo continues to suffer from the aftermath of
its 2011 popular uprising.
“We lose a large number of learners because of political conditions
here,” Ramadan said. “I try to convince people to come and learn but
it takes more than just my assurances for these people to come.”
He and his colleagues try to
make up for the decline in student
numbers by creating an interactive
website through which they teach
Arabic to people still in their home
countries.
The website features language
tips and lectures delivered by
skilled instructors.
“I am sure once the current political situation settles down, learners
will come here in large numbers,”
Ramadan said. “Compared with
other places, Egypt is the most ideal place for learning Arabic, given
that its people speak the language
and that its dialect is well-known
everywhere in the Arab world.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Arabic makes surprising gains in US classrooms
James Reinl

New York

S

ome Americans are fearful of Arabic. Airline passengers have raised alarms
upon hearing the language
spoken. Anxious parents
have rallied outside schools that
teach Arabic to youngsters, even
if it is just showing examples of its
calligraphic script.
It is surprising, then, that Arabic has made remarkable gains in
the United States in recent years.
Students, would-be diplomats and
budding entrepreneurs have joined
a growing number of Americans
who speak or are studying the Middle East’s major language.
“Some Americans study Arabic to
get jobs in business and diplomacy
but many just want to learn about
a unique culture,” said Mahmoud
al-Batal, a Lebanese-American professor of Arabic at the University of
Texas at Austin.
“They are not dissuaded by media outlets that tend to only report
on the latest car bomb blasts in
Middle Eastern cities. They want
to learn about and understand the
Arabic culture and its language for
themselves.”
According to the Modern Language Association, whose membership includes foreign language
professors and scholars, the number of US college students enrolled
in Arabic courses tripled to more
than 32,000 from 2002-13. Analysts
point to an interest in the Middle
East following the 9/11 attacks.
The next growth area for Arabic is
among younger learners, with doz-

ens of school programmes in large
US cities and rural areas, Batal said.
Arabic teachers, many of whom
were trained thanks to government
funds made available after 9/11, are
trickling into classrooms.
At Mary White Ovington School
in New York, Arabic teachers explain the 28-letter cursive alphabet
to children from a mixed commu-

nity of Arab-Americans, Asians, Latinos and white families.
They aim for truly bilingual students by teaching the immersion
method: Each class is split evenly
between pupils who speak Arabic
at home and those who use English,
Spanish or another language. Half
the curriculum is taught in Arabic
and half in English.

New York’s Mary White Ovington School offers an Arabic
immersion programme beginning in kindergarten.

Merilla Deeb, a Lebanese-American teacher, said the school steers
clear of controversy to avert protests that hamper Arabic teaching
elsewhere. “There’s no politics,
no religion in our classrooms,” she
said.
Arabic teachers can have a hard
time. An entire Virginia school district was closed in December after a
backlash against a lesson in which
students were asked to write the
Shahada, the Muslim oath of faith,
in Arabic calligraphy.
When the Khalil Gibran International Academy opened in New York
in 2007 with plans to teach Arabic,
demonstrators decried the “Madrassa in Brooklyn”. The school has
struggled to entice enough teachers
and Arab-American students.
An upstate New York school received complaints in 2015 after a
student recited the US Pledge of Allegiance in Arabic. In August, locals
rallied outside an Arabic immersion
magnet school in Texas, denouncing Islam and the 9/11 attacks.
Protesters also blasted the Qatar
Foundation International (QFI), a
government-backed charity that
spends $2 million-$5 million a year
on Arabic classes in US schools,
including those in Texas and Bay
Ridge.
“Our programmes have faced
some criticism but typically from
conservative right-wing bloggers
who object as soon as they hear the
word Arabic,” said QFI spokeswoman Sara al-Hemaidi.
“One of our goals is to make the
teaching of Arabic and Arab culture
more mainstream and to tackle the
kind of stereotypes and misrepresentations that are all too common.”

Less than 1% of students study
Arabic at America’s 33 million elementary schools but the number
has grown rapidly in the past 15
years and scores of new courses
were launched from 2006-11, according to a QFI study.
Growth is happening elsewhere.
Census data reveal Arabic as the
fastest-growing language in the
United States overall, with 29%
growth from 2010 to 2014. There
are 1.1 million Arabic speakers in a
country of 323 million people.

Arabic is the
fastest-growing
language in the
United States
overall, with 29%
growth from 2010
to 2014.
These numbers may be incomplete, because census researchers
count few undocumented Hispanics, so Spanish could be underreported. Nevertheless, Arabic has
made impressive gains despite
widely reported hostility towards
Islam, the Middle East and its people.
This trend may be short-lived,
however. Students flocked to Russian classes during the Cold War
and studied Japanese during the
1980s boom. Both languages have
since become less popular with
American students. Arabic learning
may similarly slow as the strategic
value of the Middle East and its hydrocarbon reserves diminishes.
James Reinl is an Arab Weekly
contributor in New York.
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UK naval base in Bahrain a strategic necessity: British MP
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he United Kingdom is
working diligently to ensure the stability and security of long-time Gulf ally
Bahrain. Among initiatives
are efforts to assist the Bahraini government in its reform endeavours
and a new British naval base to address security challenges in the region.
The naval base is the cornerstone
of the two countries’ joint security
strategy and will be the first UK Royal Navy base in the Middle East in
more than four decades. Construction began on the HMS Juffair in
November at the Mina Salman Port
in Bahrain, which. according to UK
Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond,
will ensure Britain’s sustained presence east of Suez, a global security
priority.

A security concern is
the Strait of Hormuz,
where 40% of the
world’s seaborne oil
exports passes.
Highlighting the security challenges is British Member of Parliament and Foreign Affairs Select
Committee member Daniel Kawczynski, who said: “Bahrain was critical in the war to liberate Kuwait so
for Bahrain to give us the opportunity to construct a naval base is of
the most profound strategic importance.”
A security concern is the Strait of
Hormuz, where 40% of the world’s
seaborne oil exports passes. Any
long-term closure of the waterway

would cause a global economic
meltdown.
Kawczynski said keeping the
Strait of Hormuz open is critical “so
anything from the West’s perspective that guarantees the security and
protection of the Strait of Hormuz
is very important not just for our
country but for the entire Western
economy”.
Iran has threatened on numerous occasions to close the strait and
despite recent rapprochement between Tehran and the West, regional
and global powers are not prepared
to gamble with regard to securing
the strait. Kawczynski described being able to protect the strait as an insurance policy for the United Kingdom, despite recent improvements
in ties between London and Tehran.
“Bahrain is an important strategic
country and we will not allow anybody to destabilise it in any way,”
Kawczynski added.
The base is 190km from Iran,
450km from Iraq and 550km from
the Strait of Hormuz, making the
location is beyond strategic. Bahrain is to pay most of the $23 million
required to build the base, with the
United Kingdom paying additional
costs.
The base will provide support and
accommodation for about 80 UK
military personnel based in Bahrain.
The base will also lessen UK reliance
on US facilities — the US Navy’s Fifth
Fleet and US Naval Forces Central
Command are based in Bahrain —
and will provide port facilities for
the Royal Navy’s new generation of
aircraft carriers.
Some Bahraini activists labelled
the new base a reward to the British
government over its silence on human rights abuses in Bahrain, a notion Kawczynski disputes.
“The government is sincere in

A file photo shows British Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond and Bahraini Foreign Minister Sheikh
Khalid bin Ahmed al-Khalifa lay a cornerstone for a new British military base in Manama, Bahrain,
last October.
wanting to implement these reforms. I think they realise the importance of national stability and I
think the likelihood of success will
be augmented by the fact that the
United Kingdom is playing such a
supportive role in helping them,” he
said.
Kawczynski stressed that the UK
government does independent due
diligence on the matter and said:
“When we go to Bahrain we don’t
just accept everything the government tells us. We meet with NGOs
and human rights organisations.”
The United Kingdom is involved
in the political reform component
of the Bahrain National Dialogue

initiative, which is daunting and
ambitious in scope. This has resulted in an elected parliament with
expanded powers, with a mandate
that focuses on fighting corruption
and efforts to reduce sectarian tensions. The United Kingdom is working with Bahrain to develop educational and legal reform programmes
to promote religious and political
tolerance.
Kawczynski said the “Arab spring”
was not a phenomenon exclusive to
the Arab world. “We’ve also had it
here in our own country. We’ve had
demonstrations and violence and
insurrections and if I cast my line all
the way back to Northern Ireland,

we’ve almost had 40 years of it,” he
said.
Which is why Bahrain can benefit
from the United Kingdom’s experience and expertise.
“What we’re doing is working
hand in glove with the Bahrainis to
try to give them our experience and
in a practical way support them in
establishing the tools by which, if
implemented correctly, would give
more confidence to those people
who felt at that time the compulsion to demonstrate,” Kawczynski
added.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

UAE’s Masdar committed to environment-friendly region
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

A

link between today’s
fossil fuel economy and
the energy of the future is what Abu Dhabibased renewable energy company Masdar represents,
having become a key player in the
global, regional and national arena
for clean power.
Working on advancing the development, commercialisation and
deployment of clean energy technologies and solutions, Masdar has
committed more than $1.7 billion
to renewable energy projects that
deliver nearly 1 gigawatt (GW) of

clean wind and solar power, not
only in the United Arab Emirates
but across many countries in the
Middle East.
In addition to its 14 domestic projects, mainly in Abu Dhabi, Masdar
has been involved in 19 countries
outside the UAE, including Jordan,
where it recently commissioned
the Tafila Wind Farm and has an
agreement to develop a 200-megawatt (MW) solar energy plant.
“Jordan is a key market for Masdar in the region. With regional energy demand set to double by 2030,
we believe the majority of that
growth will be met from renewable
energy,” Masdar Chief Executive Officer Ahmad Belhoul said.
“This growth represents a strong
business case for renewable en-

ergy, not just in Jordan, but also
across the wider Middle East and
North Africa region,” Belhoul said
at a signing ceremony in February
during World Future Energy Summit, part of Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week.
As the demand for clean energy
goes up, Masdar is said to be looking to invest in new projects in Jordan, Egypt and Morocco.
“We are excited by our new
partnership with the government
of Jordan,” said Yousif al-Ali, associate director for business development at Masdar. “We have
started the development phase
of the 200MW (photovoltaic) PV
project, which will entail all the required technical, commercial and
legal analysis. We aim to have the

Sultan Al Jaber, UAE Minister of State and Chairman of Masdar Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber (L),
and Ibrahim Saif, Jordan’s minister of Energy and Mineral Resources. signing the 200MW solar
energy PV power agreement.

ground breaking by early 2017.”
The solar project and the Tafila
Wind Farm are in line with Jordan’s
vision to diversify energy sources
and promote greater use of renewable energy and a response to the
kingdom’s 2010 renewable energy
law, calling for approximately 15%
of its electricity to come from renewable sources by 2020, Ali said.
Jordan imports about 96% of its
energy needs at a cost equivalent
to 20% of the country’s gross domestic product.
“The Tafila Wind Farm will account for almost 6.5% of Jordan’s
1,800 MW renewable energy target
for 2020. The 117-MW installation
will create enough electricity to
power 83,000 homes while reducing the country’s carbon emissions
by 235,000 tonnes annually,” Ali
said.
Regarding the funds that Masdar has at its disposal to support
renewable energy projects, Ali revealed that the company has a variety of models “that support our
vision of accelerating the development and deployment of renewable energy globally”.
“Masdar is a partner in several
joint ventures for utility-scale renewable projects,” he said. “We are
a 20% shareholder in London Array, a 630-MW offshore wind farm
in the UK, and we own a 35% stake
in the UK’s Dudgeon Offshore Wind
Farm. We also recently increased
our stake in Shams Power Company, the developer of Shams 1, a
100-MW concentrated solar plant
in Abu Dhabi, from 60% to 80%.”
Separately, Masdar has a private
equity capital arm, Masdar Capital,
which has two clean tech funds
worth $540 million.
The company’s Special Projects
unit cooperates closely with the
UAE’s humanitarian efforts to
deliver energy access to hard-toreach communities, Ali noted.
“For example, Special Projects
has delivered six renewable energy
projects in the Pacific islands with

grants from the Abu Dhabi Fund
for Development, under the UAEPacific Partnership Fund,” he said.
As for its objective in the Middle East and North Africa, Ali said
Masdar’s policy “is to invest in projects and initiatives that will meaningfully contribute to a secure and
diverse energy future in the region.

Masdar is wholly
owned by the
Mubadala
Development
Company PJSC, the
strategic investment
company of the
government of Abu
Dhabi.
As such, in addition to our current
or planned utility-scale projects
in Morocco, Egypt and Jordan, we
will focus on initiatives and innovation at the water-energy-waste
nexus.”
In November, the company inaugurated a desalination pilot project
that will test various energy-efficient methods of producing potable water to help address water
scarcity, especially in the Middle
East.
“We believe that the results of
this pilot project will have strong
commercialisation potential across
the region,” Ali said.
“Just last month, we also inked
a partnership with Sharjah-based
waste
management
company
Bee’ah to develop the region’s
waste-to-energy sector to limit the
amount of waste that is diverted to
landfills,” he added.
Masdar is wholly owned by the
Mubadala Development Company
PJSC, the strategic investment
company of the government of
Abu Dhabi.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.
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Egypt-Hamas showdown coming
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gypt’s declaration that
Palestinian faction Hamas
and the Muslim Brotherhood had assassinated its
prosecutor-general Hisham Barakat will signal further deterioration in ties between Cairo and
the two groups, a fiercer crackdown
by Egypt on the Muslim Brotherhood and probably deeper shifts in
regional loyalties, experts say.
Relations between Egypt and Hamas, an ideological offshoot of the
Muslim Brotherhood, dramatically
deteriorated after the Egyptian
Army ousted president Muhammad
Morsi, a leading member of the
Muslim Brotherhood, in July 2013.
Egypt accused Hamas, which
rules the Gaza Strip, of meddling in
its affairs and fomenting militancy
in the Sinai peninsula.
Hamas accused Egypt of tightening the blockade around Gaza and
closing the Rafah crossing, Gaza’s
only functioning gate into the outside world on the Egyptian border.
However, the Egyptian announcement that Hamas trained
the Muslim Brotherhood operatives
who assassinated Barakat will further damage relations between the
Palestinian movement and the Arab
country.
“Egypt’s announcement of Hamas’ responsibility signals its resolve to punish this faction,” said
Taha al-Khattib, a Palestinian analyst in Cairo. “Hamas will pay dearly for this.”
Barakat was the most senior official killed in the current series
of attacks in Egypt. His motorcade
was attacked on June 29th, 2015, by
a booby-trapped car as he left his
home in eastern Cairo.

“Egypt’s
announcement of
Hamas’
responsibility
signals its resolve to
punish this faction.”
Soon after the attack, Egypt accused Hamas and the Brotherhood
of being behind it.
Egyptian Interior Minister Magdy
Abdel Ghaffar on March 6th showed
footage of six Brotherhood operatives who said they received training in Gaza before the attack on

Egyptian policemen stand guard, last June, after a bomb attack that targeted Egypt’s prosecutor general in the Heliopolis district of
Cairo.
Barakat.
This is the first evidence presented of Hamas’s direct involvement in Egypt’s unrest. Hamas
spokesman Sami Abu Zuhri said his
movement had nothing to do with
the incident and the Brotherhood
asked authorities to search for the
real culprits.
In Egypt, however, almost everybody says Hamas influence is already felt in Sinai, where a militant
movement called the Sinai State
pledged allegiance to the Islamic
State in late 2014 and continues to
fight the Egyptian Army.
Hours before Abdel Ghaffar’s
announcement, three Egyptians
— two soldiers and an aid worker —
were killed in an attack reportedly
staged by the Sinai State. According
to unconfirmed reports, Qassam
Brigades militants, explosives and
arms arrived from Hamas just days
before the attack.

“Hamas must be punished and
very mercilessly at that for the role
it plays in Sinai,” said Samir Ghattas, the head of local think-tank
Middle East Studies Centre and a
member of the Egyptian parliament.
Egypt had started its attempt to
deal with Hamas long before the
March 6th announcement. The
Egyptian Army demolished more
than 1,000 tunnels between Gaza
and Sinai. The tunnels were used
to smuggle Egyptian commodities
into Gaza and Gazan arms, militants and explosives into Egypt.
The tunnels were a lifeline for the
Palestinian coastal territory, which
has been suffering an all-out Israeli
blockade since 2007. They also
helped Hamas generate millions of
dollars in tunnel activity taxes.
Only a handful of tunnels continue to be functional, military experts
said.

It is not clear which course Egypt
will follow to punish Hamas for its
involvement in Barakat’s assassination. Cairo has been cracking down
on the Muslim Brotherhood for almost three years, banning it and
putting many of its leaders in jail.

Retaliatory
measures against
Hamas will, experts
say, make the
faction move closer
to Turkey and Qatar.
Retaliatory measures against
Hamas will, experts say, make the
faction move closer to Turkey and
Qatar, opponents of the Egyptian
regime that are in negotiations
with Israel to gain more presence
in Gaza.
Ghattas said the Egyptian government should lead a regional drive to

label Hamas as a “terrorist” group,
such as Saudi Arabia recently did
with the Lebanese movement Hezbollah.
Other experts, including political
analyst Saad al-Zant, rule out the
possibility of an Egyptian military
action against Hamas in Gaza. He,
however, said Hamas must be made
to realise that it can be causing its
own demise if it attempts to test
Egypt’s security or dig tunnels.
“This movement has been involved in harming Egypt’s national
security for a long time already,”
Zant said. “I think this is time Egypt
showed zero tolerance to all this
by making it clear to Hamas — by
both word and deed — that it will
pay a very heavy price if it thinks of
destabilising Egypt.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

MP’s ouster shows normalisation with Israel still a minefield in Egypt
soldiers in 1948 and in Sinai in
1967.”
Egypt in 1979 became the first
Arab country to sign a peace treaty
with Israel after fighting four wars
against the country. Anwar Sadat, the Egyptian president who
signed the treaty, paid with his life
for signing the deal. He was assassinated in October 1981.

Khaled Osama

Cairo

T

he Egyptian parliament,
by an overwhelming
margin, revoked the
membership of an MP
after he met with the Israeli ambassador in Cairo.
Tawfik Okasha, the principal
presenter on television channel
Al-Faraeen and a former diehard
supporter of former president
Hosni Mubarak who shifted loyalty only one hour after Mubarak’s
ouster in 2011, caused controversy
when he invited Israeli Ambassador to Egypt Haim Koren to dinner
at his house.
A few hours after the February
23rd meeting, the event was fodder for the country’s media and
politicians.
“This man has humiliated the
Egyptian people who totally reject the normalisation of relations with Israel,” said Moustafa
Bakry, a fellow legislator. “He met
the ambassador in the name of
the parliament, giving the wrong
impression that this parliament
backs him in his drive.”
Another
legislator,
Kamal
Ahmed, threw a shoe at Okasha

“Egyptians will
continue to
remember their
compatriots killed
by Israel in the
repeated wars it
waged against
Egypt.”
A January 2016 file picture shows Tawfik Okasha protesting
against not being given the floor during a parliamentary session.
in parliament on February 28th.
Other MPs, praising the attack,
suggested that Ahmed’s shoe
should be exhibited at a museum
attached to the parliament building showcasing relics related to
the history of the legislature.
Three days after the shoe-throwing incident, 465 deputies — more

than two-thirds of the members —
voted to deprive Okasha of his seat.
On the streets, Egyptians expressed similar contempt.
“We hate Israel because of the
atrocities it commits against the
Palestinians,” Mohamed Abdo, a
day labourer in his early 50s, said.
“Before this, Israel killed Egyptian

“Israel will be Egyptians’ No. 1
enemy forever,” Tarek Fahmi, a
political science professor from
Cairo University, said. “Egyptians
will continue to remember their
compatriots killed by Israel in the
repeated wars it waged against
Egypt.”
Okasha said he met the Israeli
diplomat only after “taking permission”, probably from Egypt’s
security agencies. Mustafa al-Fiqqi, former aide to Mubarak, said

Okasha could never have met Koren without getting such approval.
Legal expert Qadri Hefni said the
minutes of the inquiry conducted
by a special parliament committee on the meeting with the Israeli
ambassador did not refer to the
meeting or normalisation of relations with Israel.
“It only referred to accusations
brought up against Okasha of offending parliament,” Hefni said.
“This means that at the official
level, his expulsion has nothing to
do with Israel.”
Okasha had turned into a thorn
in the side of Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi and his chief
of staff, Abbas Kamel, a former
army general, Okasha accused of
manipulating the intelligence services and the country’s political
life.
Okasha lobbied for Sisi before he
became president and against the
Muslim Brotherhood. He organised rallies in support of the army
and against the Brotherhood.
Okasha sought to become the
speaker of the new parliament but
the pro-Sisi For the Love of Egypt
coalition, which controls the legislature, did not back him.
Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Iran challenges US
with more missile
tests
James Bruce

Beirut

I

ran’s
Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) has
launched at least four ballistic
missiles in what appeared to
be a display of defiance against
Israel and the United States, which
seeks to force the Islamic Republic
to halt testing missiles it says can
carry nuclear warheads.
The firings on March 8th and 9th
are certain to intensify US congressional pressure for renewed sanctions on Iran despite the landmark
July 2015 nuclear agreement between Tehran and US-led global
powers.
The Iranians declared that missiles launched on March 9th were
designed to be able to hit Israel, the
Middle East’s sole nuclear power.
That show of force, with “Israel
must be wiped out” reportedly
daubed on the missiles, was held
while US Vice-President Joe Biden
was visiting the Jewish state, a
week after a joint missile defence
exercise with US forces.

The firings on March
8th and 9th are
certain to intensify
US congressional
pressure for
renewed sanctions.
Iranian state television showed
footage of two March 8th launches
from underground silos at undisclosed locations. It identified a
missile fired from a fortified mountain cave as a Qiam-1 medium-

range ballistic weapon, first tested
in 2010.
Two missiles, both identified
as Qadr-H weapons with a range
of 1,400km, were launched in
the eastern Alborz mountains in
northern Iran against targets in the
Sea of Oman to the south.
Nuclear-capable missiles are forbidden under UN Security Council resolutions and the July 2015
agreement. Iran insists it has no
nuclear weapons and that its missiles can only carry conventional
warheads.
But the Americans, and other
Western intelligence services, say
otherwise, despite the 2015 agreement, under which Iran agreed
to curtail its nuclear programme
in exchange for the lifting of crippling economic sanctions and the
release of financial assets in excess
of $100 billion.
The United States protested
strongly when Iran continued ballistic missile tests after the deal
was signed and in January sanctioned businesses and individuals
linked to Iran’s extensive missile
programme.
Iranian hardliners, particularly
the IRGC, which wields immense
power and opposed the nuclear
deal, refuse to discuss Western efforts to neutralise Iran’s growing
ballistic missile force, the largest in
the region, surpassing in numbers
even Israel’s ballistic arsenal. The
missiles are Iran’s strongest strategic strike and deterrent force.
Brigadier-General Amir Ali Hajizadeh, commander of the IRGC’s
aerospace division, declared after
the March 8th tests that the United States “is trying to turn off the
lights of Iran’s missile programme.

(Handout photo released by Farsnews on March 9th).

An Iranian ballistic missile is launched and tested in an undisclosed location.
The Guards Corps does not give in
to threats.”
Hajizadeh attended the testfirings along with the IRGC commander, Major-General Mohammad Ali Jafari.
Western intelligence services
have been waiting for an expected
test-launch of a two-stage rocket
known as the Simorgh at the Imam
Khomeini Space Centre at Semnan
in central Iran.

As far as is known this was not
included in the latest launches,
suggesting that the programme
may have been delayed. The
85-tonne Simorgh, designed to loft
a 100kg satellite into orbit 500km
above the Earth, is on the launch
pad at Semnan.
The Simorgh is believed to use
ballistic missile relevant technology and launching it is certain to
redouble US complaints that Teh-

ran is pressing ahead with plans to
develop nuclear-capable ballistic
weapons that would dangerously
alter the balance of power in the
Middle East.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He
lives in Beirut.

Is Obama shifting to a more realistic foreign policy?
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

U

S
President
Barack
Obama is ending his
presidency as he began
it — as a foreign policy
realist with limited expectations about what he can accomplish, especially in the Middle
East.
This contrasts with his predecessor, George W. Bush, whose vision
of a transformed Middle East resulted in a never-ending war and
dashed hopes from democracy activists who initially took his rhetoric
seriously.

Obama entered office with few
goals for the Middle East: 1) to reset relations with the Muslim world
after the war in Iraq and the growth
of anti-US sentiment; 2) to renew
the pursuit of a Palestinian-Israeli
peace settlement and; 3) to withdraw US troops from Iraq.
Democracy promotion was not
high on Obama’s agenda. In his June
2009 speech in Cairo, which was
aimed at assuring Muslims that the
United States was not at war with
Islam, democracy promotion was
near the bottom of his stated priorities.
Obama’s realistic approach was
clear in an interview he gave shortly
before his inauguration in January
2009. He said he did not discount

“the sincerity” of his predecessor’s
concern about democracy and human rights but he criticised Bush’s
reliance on elections as a barometer
for democratic progress.
When the “Arab spring” erupted
in January 2011, Obama was compelled to rethink his reticence about
democracy promotion. After some
hesitation, he came to the view
that the United States should be on
“the right side of history”. In one of
his most eloquent speeches, given
the day Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak resigned, Obama stated in
part:
“Over the last few weeks, the
wheel of history turned at a blinding pace as the Egyptian people
demanded their universal rights,”

adding that Egyptians have “inspired us”. But there was no equivalent to a Marshall Plan for the Middle East and optimistic scenarios
about democracies replacing authoritarian regimes, with the exception of Tunisia, were soon dashed.
Cynicism in US policy circles about
democratic change in the region has
returned.
One of the most problematic challenges was the uprising in Syria that
led to a civil war and the rise of the
Islamic State (ISIS). Obama was reluctant to get involved; he saw the
Syrian crisis as a potential Iraq-like
quagmire. As he was drawing down
US forces in Iraq, he was determined not to get involved militarily
in Syria.
The rise of ISIS changed Obama’s
calculus somewhat, compelling
him to send military trainers and US
Special Forces back to Iraq, bomb
ISIS targets from the air and provide
some assistance to anti-ISIS fighters
in Syria.

Cynicism in US
policy circles about
democratic change
in the region has
returned.

Minimalist approach. US Secretary of State John Kerry at a news conference after the International
Syria Support Group meeting in Munich in February.

Although Obama’s goal is to “degrade and ultimately defeat” ISIS,
his emphasis has been on a political solution to the Syrian crisis as
opposed to a “transformative” approach that may involve a heavier
US footprint. Granted, the Syria crisis would be a challenge for any US
president given its complexity but
Obama’s realist outlook has encouraged a minimalist approach.
Counterterrorism is the overriding concern for Obama, not just
because of the rise of ISIS in the

region, but because of its threat
to the United States itself. This involves not only air strikes in Iraq,
Syria and Libya against ISIS targets,
along with occasional drone strikes
against al-Qaeda elements in Yemen, but also shoring up traditional
US friends in the region. Democracy
and human rights have been deemphasised.
For example, in the new US budget request for Egypt, the Obama
administration excluded language
linking military aid to Egypt with
democracy and human rights progress.
In testimony to Congress, US Secretary of State John Kerry underscored that “we’ve got a huge interest in making sure Egypt’s doesn’t
go down into a more difficult status
than it is”.
Kerry added that the Gulf states
have more leverage than the United
States, implying that a return to a
policy of suspending US military aid
to Egypt, which was done from October 2013 to March 2015, would be
counterproductive.
The one major achievement of
the Obama administration in the
Middle East is the Iran nuclear deal,
which Obama hopes will lead to
more moderate policies from Tehran. Although the deal prevents Iran
from developing nuclear weapons
and aids the cause of non-proliferation in the region, it has spurred
Saudi fears of an emboldened Iran
bent on undermining Sunni-dominated states. So even Obama’s realistic approach with its signature
accomplishment has its downsides.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.
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The strange battle over Brexit
Francis Ghilès

Barcelona

W

hen viewed through
the prism of Britain’s
history, the country’s
lack of emotional
engagement
with
Europe, which puzzles many on the
continent, is quite understandable.
It has not been invaded for close on
a millennium and has enjoyed a benign experience of self-government
since the 17th century.
This explains why it is able to
judge supranational experiments
by their merits not as steps to a certain “manifest” destiny. Contrary to
many countries across the channel,
such as Germany and Spain, Britain
is not running away from its past.
That said, the timing of its great
democratic consultations on Europe
is unfortunate. When voters were
consulted in 1975, two years after
Britain joined the European Economic Community, they could not
have guessed what the club’s ambitions nor who its future members
would be.

Anaemic economic
growth in many
European countries
does little to
encourage trade or
investment with its
southern partners.
A vote after the Single European
Act was adopted would have made
sense. Next June’s vote is running
ahead of history. Were it just a verdict on the past three decades of
membership the only reasonable
conclusion would be that Britain is
richer today than it was in 1985. Contrary to what the Brexit supporters
argue, membership of the European
Union cannot have been a disaster.
By the same token, nobody knows
what the future holds. If integration
gets tighter and the eurozone gains
the characteristics of a country, then
Britain would be in an invidious position of being forced to respect rules

made elsewhere. Were the European
Union to unwind or disintegrate, the
consequences for Britain could be
equally severe. A British exit from
Europe could “explode” the European Union.
The timing of the referendum is
risky because Brexit is but one of
four fractures that put the future of
the European Union at risk. West European countries have discovered, to
their dismay, that some East European countries, which they gave plenty
of cash to modernise their economies after the fall of communism,
are refusing to share the burden on
refugees. The populism of the Hungarian prime minister is hardly new
but the behaviour of Poland’s new
government is making life uncomfortable for German Chancellor Angela Merkel.
The second line of fracture is the
euro and it runs north-south. The
Greek position is as untenable today
as it was nine months ago. Italy’s
banks are under pressure and Spain
has paid a heavy price in lost jobs
and lower wages for the austerity
policies Germany has insisted upon
across the continent.
The third line of fracture concerns the refugees — Greece cannot
carry the burden of hosting so many
refugees and if Italy were to be engulfed by a new wave of refugees,
the Schengen system of passportfree travel could quickly shrink to
France, Germany and the Benelux
countries.
A key question remains unanswered: Why has the European Union done nothing to tackle the traffickers who collected an estimated
$2 billion 2015? How is it that so
many refugees seem to land on Europe’s shores with euros on them?
A Europe in permanent crisis or
disintegrating is hardly good news
for southern rim Mediterranean
countries because it focuses discussions between countries that border
it on security.
It also reinforces authoritarian
regimes in the south where Tunisia survives as the sole successful
democratic experiment five years after the Arab revolts began. Anaemic
economic growth in many European

countries does little to encourage
trade or investment with its southern partners.
By the same token, terrorism in
Tunisia and Egypt has cost both
countries a large portion of their receipts from tourism. Morocco alone
has benefited from its more stable
environment.

North Africa has
only figured on the
British radar since
the early 2000s.
North Africa has only figured
on the British radar since the early
2000s. Before that it was viewed
in London as a French preserve. In
2012 North Africa became a separate
department in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. The
United Kingdom has a military attaché in Tunis where the embassy also
houses the UK embassy to Libya. The
terrorist attack against the gas field
of Tigentourine in south-eastern
Algeria three years ago brought the
first visit by a British prime minister
to Algeria since that country became
independent in 1962. In Algiers, the
recently reopened British council
is swamped with requests to learn
English. Shell and BP are active in
Algeria. Brexit would hardly weaken
such links as close cooperation in
military and intelligence matters between European and North African
countries would survive.
In the House of Commons, Defence Minister Michael Fallon announced that Britain had agreed
with Tunisia to deploy 20 British
military instructors to help counter
illegal cross-border movement from
Libya. This is the second phase of an
ongoing process — the first military
agreement between Britain and a
democratically elected Arab country. Military cooperation between a
democracy is easier than with an authoritarian system in which there is
no such control.
For Tunisians, broadening cooperation on such matters outside their
traditional relations with France and
the United States to include Britain,
whose geostrategic view is broader

British Prime Minister David Cameron at the EU Council
headquarters during the EU leaders' summit addressing the talks
about the so-called Brexit and the migrants crisis, in Brussels, last
February.
than that of most European capitals,
is all benefit.
Mayor of London Boris Johnson
has subordinated the future of Britain in the European Union to his own
self-interest and career plans, not to
those of the city he governs, which
stands to lose a lot from Brexit.
Comparing himself to Winston
Churchill, Johnson argues he will
end up on the right side of history,
which is preposterous. The great
war-time prime minister did not
come out against Adolf Hitler in the
1930s for reasons of personal ambition but because he saw the threat
the German fuhrer’s ambitions
posed to democracies — Britain,
France and other countries in Europe.
The Tory party has boasted great

statesmen over the generations,
none more so than Viscount Palmerston, who was foreign secretary
three times and twice prime minister in the 19th century. It was he
who said, in one of the most famous
quotes in Britain’s history: “Nations
have no permanent friends or allies,
they only have permanent interests.”
It is in Britain’s interest to stay in
Europe; in the European Union’s to
have Britain remain as a member, in
the broader interest of Mediterranean countries to see the only country in Europe, with France, that has
nuclear weapons and a well-trained
army remain.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.

Trump makes bigotry acceptable
View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

W

hether he wins
or loses,
whether he
progresses far,
fast and further
or not at all in
his campaign to become president
of the United States, Donald
Trump has achieved a remarkable
distinction not generally afforded
American public figures: He has a
starring role in an al-Shabab
recruitment video targeting black
Americans and Muslims.
The Somalia-based, al-Qaeda
affiliate appears to think Trump is a
gold mine. That is proof of just how
divisive Trump is for the United
States and its millions of Muslim
citizens and residents. If young
American Muslims — of whatever ethnicity — pay attention to
al-Shabab’s 51-minute video, they
may come away with a disturbing
view of their country and their
place in it.
There is Trump calling for Muslims to be banned from entering
the United States, for mosques to
be closed and for Muslims in the
country to be listed in a government database.

Trump has set out his
21st-century version of
the Crusades.

There is companion footage on
the video of Yemeni-American
cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, once alQaeda’s leading English-language
recruiter. Before he was killed by a
US drone strike in Yemen in 2011,
Awlaki warned that the United
States would surely turn against its
Muslims. Trump’s remarks about
Muslims appear to make Awlaki
dangerously prescient. And believable.
Consider the anguish expressed
by Saqib Bhatti in the Huffington Post. Bhatti, a fellow at the
Roosevelt Institute, describes
himself as the “American-born son
of Pakistani Muslim immigrants”.
He wrote that Trump is not spreading bigotry and racism in America
so much as “unleashing it. He is
saying the things that a lot of people already believed but were too
polite or afraid to say in public.”
What hope can there be for a
cohesive America if even some
such as Bhatti, a Yale graduate and
a community-minded citizen, says
that Trump is saying the unsaid?
And that “a lot of” his fellow
Americans already think the things
that Trump has been saying? That
Trump has given voice to a deep
anti-Muslim sentiment within
America. That his bully-boy pronouncements on America’s Muslim
problem somehow shine a bright
light on a deep and unsettling
truth, which Bhatti describes as follows: “Deep down many of us have
long feared but were afraid to say
out loud: We don’t belong here.”
It is clear that whatever happens
to Trump and his political aspira-

tions, he has lit the touch in the
so-called civilisational clash in
America. All that remains is for the
gunpowder to ignite. Not in physical terms but in the more destructive sense of a combustion that rips
through communal harmony.
Trump has set out his 21stcentury version of the Crusades.
In January, he said that Christians
abroad were being massacred and
Christians at home were under
cultural and political siege. He
pledged: “We’re going to protect
Christianity.”
This may seem at odds with
Trump’s business interests in the
Middle East and his long dealings with Muslim potentates and
corporations but political expediency is a cynical trade-off. The real
danger, as Joseph Nye, a former US
assistant secretary of defence and
chairman of the US National Intelligence Council, has said, “is not
that Trump will do what he says if
he reaches the White House but the
damage caused by what he says as
he tries to get there”.
For a long time after this presidential election season, America’s
politicians will be struggling to
explain — at home and abroad —
why Trump’s outrageous remarks
about Muslims were cheered by
thousands of American voters who
attended his rallies. Why weren’t
they shocked? Why didn’t they boo
and jeer such unfair stereotyping of
an entire religious community?
Why, as CNN has reported, did
Hoyt Wood, a 68-year-old military
veteran at a Trump rally in South
Carolina, have the guts (and the

Trump’s
attack on
Muslims’
right to
belong to
America
opens a
domestic
front line
that makes
casual
bigotry.

bad taste) to say the following: “Islam is not a religion. It’s a violent
blood cult. OK? All they know is
violence. That’s all they know.”
Why did retired factory worker
Lee Walter from Iowa unabashedly
chant on camera at a Trump rally
in Des Moines in December: “Hey,
hey. Ho, ho. All the Muslims have
to go!”
And so it goes on.
Public Policy Polling, a firm
ranked by the Wall Street Journal
as one of the more accurate in its
field, in February said that 56%
of Trump supporters in South
Carolina say either Islam should be
illegal in the United States or are
not sure that it should be legal.
So what are America’s Muslims
doing about the hostility unleashed by Trump?
So far, there are few signs of
mobilisation but that is entirely to
be expected. Despite some pockets
— for instance, Middle Eastern
groups make up the largest ethnic
segment of Dearborn, Michigan;
Somalis in Minneapolis — American Muslims are a scattered faith
community. It is not monolithic
and has differing priorities.
That said, Trump’s attack on
Muslims’ right to belong to America opens a domestic front line that
makes casual bigotry acceptable
with all the terrible attendant consequences on both sides.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Syrian economy will take decades to
recover from war
Walid Khadduri

Beirut

T

he Syrian Centre for Policy Research (SCPR) estimated that by the end
of 2014 Syria’s economic
losses were more than
$119 billion in gross domestic product (GDP) since the conflict started
in 2011. Those losses have grown
much larger since then and it will
take the country several decades to
recover, experts say.
Syria’s war is not only a tragedy
for the state that experiences it but
has effects on neighbouring countries and even states well beyond
its borders.

Syrian Oil Minister
Suleiman al-Abbas
estimated the
country’s direct and
indirect oil and gas
sector losses at
approximately $60.4
billion between 2011
and 2015.
Millions of refugees have fled to
Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Turkey and
Egypt as well as to EU countries.
How to deal with the thousands of
refugees seeking shelter and a new
way of life topped the agenda of European countries in 2015.
The World Bank estimates that
48% of more than 1 million refugees
and migrants who arrived in the
European Union in 2015 are from
Syria. “Due to the 5-year-long civil
war, Syria is the major country of
origin for people who have sought
refuge in neighbouring countries,”
the World Bank said.
The European Commission announced an emergency plan to
spend more than $750 million in
humanitarian assistance for mi-

grants over three years. It called
on member states to lift internal
border controls “as quickly as possible”.
The war has disrupted the Syrian
economy. Estimates of the loss and
destruction differ according to research methodology and what segments detailed. Much depends on
whether estimates include destruction of industrial infrastructure and
capital flight or if it includes the
refugee exodus, the loss of education and the losses incurred by the
national economy due to international sanctions.
Syrian Oil Minister Suleiman alAbbas estimated the country’s direct and indirect oil and gas sector
losses at approximately $60.4 billion between 2011 and 2015. He did
not mention whether this included
the cost of the destruction of the
petroleum surface facilities and
infrastructure and whether the figure included loss of exports due to
international sanctions or crude oil
produced and smuggled out by the
Islamic State (ISIS).
Syrian oil and gas surface facilities have suffered a series of attacks.
The gas fields and the country’s two
refineries are in the western part of
the country. They have remained
under government control, sustaining little damage.
Abbas said: “Despite the difficult
conditions, the ministry continued
to supply acceptable volumes of
natural gas to the power stations
and to repair the damaged installations so that the flow of gas continued.”
According to official figures, the
flow of gas in 2015 averaged 14.3
million cubic metres per day, of
which 86% was allocated to the
Ministry of Electricity for power
generation and 11% to the Ministry
of oil. Even though government
control of gas production continued despite the war, it is about 50%
lower than pre-war March 2011 production figures.

Syrian civilians carry supplies in Aleppo, Syria.
Syria’s oil refineries at Homs and
Banias processed a total of 84,000
barrels per day (bpd) of crude oil in
2015, about one-third of their nameplate capacity of 120,000 bpd each.
Because of jihadist militias’ control of the country’s oilfields, the
Syrian government was producing
little crude oil; as little as 40,000100,000 bpd, compared to approximately 380,000 bpd in 2010. Iran,
Russia, and to a lesser extent Venezuela, supplied Syria with about
200,000 bpd of crude oil.
The International Energy Agency
(IEA) report in June 2015 projected
that the development of Syria’s oil
and natural gas resources had been
delayed indefinitely. The report
added that even if fighting in the re-

More than

$750 million
in humanitarian
assistance was
announced by the
European Commission
for migrants over three
years.
gion were to subside “it would take
years for the Syrian domestic energy system to return to pre-conflict
operating status.” Oil assets have
been attacked by allied and Russian

jets.
Syria’s war has also, of course,
taken a huge human toll. More than
260,000 people have died. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights
said 12,000 children had been
killed. Millions have taken refuge in
neighbouring countries. Thousands
are escaping daily to Europe.
It is still a mooted question
whether many of these refugees
will return to Syria after the cessation of hostilities. Much will depend on the policies of the host
countries and whether they would
accept the refugees as permanent
residents.
Walid Khadduri is an Iraqi writer on
energy affairs based in Beirut.

Production freeze agreement allows Riyadh to buy time
momentum immediately after the
Doha deal was made public when
the US Department of Energy released data showing American
crude stockpiles at an 86-year high.

Jareer Elass

Washington

F

ollowing weeks of rumours and speculation
that sent oil prices on a
roller-coaster ride, several Organisation of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) members cobbled together
an agreement with the world’s
largest independent producer aiming to halt falling prices and spark
a price rally. The agreement, however, fell short of market expectations.
The agreement, reached among
Russia and OPEC members Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and Venezuela, calls
for a “freeze” in oil production
at January levels until June. The
four architects of the deal agreed
to meet again in mid-March. This
news caused a temporary jump in
prices that did not last long. In any
event, there will not likely be much
for them to discuss.

OPEC members
Kuwait and the
United Arab
Emirates quickly
signed on to the
agreement.
Russia produced a post-Soviet
era high of around 10.9 million
barrels per day (bpd) in January,
according to the Russian Energy
Ministry. The International Energy
Agency (IEA) reported that in January Saudi Arabia produced 10.2

The freeze
agreement allows
Riyadh to buy time
without having to
make substantial
changes to its
production policy.

Saudi and Foreign investors stand in front of the logo of Saudi
state oil giant Aramco during the 10th Global Competitiveness
Forum in the capital Riyadh, last Januray.
million bpd, Venezuela 2.4 million
bpd and Qatar 680,000 bpd.
OPEC members Kuwait and
the United Arab Emirates quickly
signed on to the agreement and
independent producer Oman was
expected to follow suit.
The dealmakers hope that the
majority of OPEC members will
go along with the output freeze,
although Iran is not a party to the
agreement. Tehran has refused
to jeopardise its post-sanctions
opportunities to boost production and exports. Also, there is
no indication that sizeable nonOPEC producers will play along.
Independent producers Brazil and
Azerbaijan have made it clear they
will not freeze output.
The accord is a compromise solution at best, as Saudi Arabia has said

it is not willing to cut production.
According to Saudi Oil Minister Ali
al-Naimi: “The reason we agreed to
a potential freeze of production is
simply the beginning of a process
to assess in the next few months
and decide whether we need other
steps to stabilise the market.”
The agreement is in force until
June, which gives Riyadh time to
assess how compliant Russia and
other chronic over-producers will
be, the effect of extra Iranian oil on
markets and how US shale production fares.
While putting a temporary floor
under prices to prevent further decline, the freeze agreement does
not address the current oversupply of 1 million bpd, let alone the
oil in onshore or tanker storage. In
fact, oil prices lost some upward

Ultimately, OPEC members Iran
and Iraq could be stumbling blocks
to the success of the freeze agreement. Post-sanction Tehran is aggressively trying to ratchet up its
crude production and exports to
pre-sanctions volumes. Iraq, despite ongoing internal strife, recently boosted its oil production to
record levels of 4.1 million bpd and
is desperate for revenue.
Iranian OPEC delegate Mehdi
Asali was quoted in a domestic
newspaper as saying: “Asking Iran
to freeze its oil production level
is illogical… when Iran was under
sanctions, some countries raised
their output and they caused the
drop in oil prices.”
Iranian oil exports averaged 2.5
million bpd before sanctions reduced the level to around 1.1 million bpd.
One of the biggest issues in previous agreements between OPEC
and independent producers has
been compliance, with Russia repeatedly failing to adhere to commitments. For this reason, Saudi
Arabia will assess whether Moscow

is serious about stabilising oil prices before negotiating an arguably
more arduous process of getting
numerous countries to collectively
agree to reduce output. Another
factor that the Saudis will be considering is that US shale producers
could benefit should a large price
rise result from production cuts.
US shale oil output has been hit
by sustained low oil prices, with
production according to some
estimates dropping as much as
640,000 bpd from the spring of
2015.
More telling, however, is that
three major US shale oil firms —
Continental Resources, Hess Corporation and Noble Energy — announced at the end of January
that they were slashing capital expenditures for 2016 by 40-66% as
a result of $30-a-barrel oil prices.
A substantial price increase could
reverse some shale production decline but that is only likely to happen when global demand rallies
and there is a greatly reduced supply overhang.
The freeze agreement allows Riyadh to buy time without having
to make substantial changes to its
production policy. The onus is on
others to keep their end of the bargain and it gives Saudi Arabia until
the scheduled June OPEC meeting to monitor Russia, Iran and US
shale producers to see if oil market
conditions improve.
Jareer Elass is a
Washington-based energy
analyst with 25 years of industry
experience and a particular focus
on the Arabian Gulf producers and
OPEC.
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Saudi Arabia seeks
bank loan to shore
up coffers
Saudi Arabia is seeking a $6 billion-$8 billion bank loan, sources familiar with the matter told Reuters,
in what would be the first significant
foreign borrowing by the kingdom’s
government in more than a decade.
Riyadh has asked lenders to submit proposals regarding a five-year
US dollar loan, the sources said, to
help plug a record budget deficit
caused by low oil prices.
The kingdom’s budget deficit
reached nearly $100 billion in 2015.
The government is currently bridging the gap by drawing down its
massive store of foreign assets and
issuing domestic bonds. However,
those assets will last a few years at
their current rate of decline and the
bond issues are straining liquidity in
the banking system.
In mid-February, Standard &
Poor’s cut Saudi Arabia’s longterm sovereign credit rating by two
notches to A-minus. The world’s
other two major rating agencies
have much higher assessments of
Riyadh, but Moody’s Investors Service has put Saudi Arabia on review
for a possible downgrade.
Analysts say sovereign borrowing
by the six wealthy Gulf Arab oil exporters could top $20 billion in 2016,
a big shift from years past when the
region had a surfeit of funds.
(Reuters)

Egypt’s foreign
reserves crisis
deepens
Egyptians shop for food at a popular market in Cairo.

Egypt development strategy
meets reality
Khaled Osama

Cairo

A

growing number of observers find themselves
obliged to question the
practicality of a major
development strategy
unveiled by the Egyptian government, judging by what they describe as “depressing” realities.
The strategy, called Egypt’s Vision 2030, aims to accelerate economic development, reform education and the health system and
introduce political changes to turn
Egypt into one of the world’s top
30 countries in terms of economy,
competitiveness and citizen happiness.

The government
said it planned a
series of “painful”
measures to reform
the economy and
reduce the budget
deficit.
“Nevertheless, the government
has not told us how it will execute this plan,” said Samir Ghattas, of the Middle East Forum for
Strategic Studies. “Some things
are better said than done, especially when it comes to a government lacking the will to effect real
change.”
The strategy aspires to raise the
average individual income from

the current $3,050 to $12,000 by
2030, attract billions of dollars in
investments and millions of tourists every year. It also seeks to reform the political system.
The government seems, however, to have forgotten to look at
the realities before it designed the
strategy. The economy is in shambles and recovery does not seem
to be imminent. The budget deficit
is growing; the Egyptian pound is
losing ground against the US dollar; foreign currency reserves are
decreasing precariously and exports have taken a downturn.
The government said it planned
a series of “painful” measures to
reform the economy and reduce
the budget deficit, which is expected to be about $25 billion —
25% of the budget — in 2016.
The plan, economists say,
threatens to directly affect millions of poor Egyptians already
suffering from unrelenting price
hikes.
“The measures will surely include a significant slashing of subsidies allocated to basic services,
including water and electricity,”
said Rashad Abdo, head of the
Egyptian Forum for Economic
Studies think-tank. “This is why it
is the poor who will pay at the end
of the day.”
Egypt spends almost 25% of its
budget to subsidise water, electricity and fuel. In recent months,
however, a gradual cutting of subsidies started, putting additional
financial burdens on citizens,
about 26% of whom are considered poor.

Coupled with the deteriorating
conditions of water and electricity
services, the Egypt’s Vision 2030
plan is expected to trigger nationwide anger.
Egyptians say they pay more in
water and electricity bills already
and that a rise in those bills will
only make their lives more difficult.

The strategy aspires
to raise the average
individual income
from the current
$3,050 to $12,000 by
2030.
“I pay for water and electricity
three times more than what I used
to pay in the past,” street hawker
Ashraf Mahrous said. “Raising the
prices of these services will only
mean that I have to work to pay
the bills, not feed my children.”
The feeling among the general
public is that the government is
forcing it to pay for services that
are either poor or non-existent.
Electricity outages are common
due to the wide gap between production and demand. The government says it tries to end the outages by establishing new electricity
plants and utilising solar energy
and wind power.
A growing number of citizens
complain about the poor quality of
potable water, with specialists attributing a dramatic rise in cases of
kidney failure and liver problems
to unsafe drinking water.

Some Egyptian legislators say
they will reject the plan.
“As far as I am concerned, I will
reject it as long as it will negatively
affect the majority of the people,”
MP Haitham al-Hariri said. “Before it resorts to raising the prices
of services, the government needs
to think of other measures to increase revenues, including the
revival of important sectors of the
economy.”
That revival is uneasy with the
tourism sector deeply affected by
flight suspensions in place by the
United Kingdom and Russia after
a terrorist bombing of a plane in
October. The two countries used
to send Egypt 3 million tourists
every year.
Egypt’s exports dropped almost
20% in 2015 and revenues from
the Suez Canal declined because
of an international economic
slump. Egypt also has its security
problems with terrorist groups
active in the Sinai peninsula and
western border.
All these realities are on the
minds of observers such as Ghattas while judging the Egypt’s Vision 2030. They say for the plan
to be practical, the government
needs to address the needs of the
people before thinking of goals
that might be far larger than realities can allow.
“Our government does not
have a real vision for what it has
and what it can do,” Ghattas said.
“This means that the strategies
that keep appearing every now
and then will only give false hope
to the people.”

Manufacturers say recent Egyptian government actions to limit
imports are hurting their abilities to
meet demand for goods in the country of 90 million consumers.
Egypt has seen a steep shortfall
in foreign currency since the 2011
uprising, leaving Cairo with $16.53
billion in foreign reserves, which is
enough for only three months of imports.
Post-revolution turmoil has cut
into the tourist industry and foreign
investment, which had provided
funds to help cover import costs.
Egypt has imposed rules requiring importers to register source factories, provide import documents
from foreign banks and pay 100%
cash deposits on letters of credit. It
also raised customs duties on more
than 500 items, including apples
and deodorant, deemed luxuries.
Manufacturers and importers say
Egypt’s industrial base is incapable
of meeting local consumer demand.
In the best case, they say, the policy
will reduce choice and competition.
In the worst, it will create shortages,
inflate prices and force small businesses to close.
(Reuters)

Iranian oil sales to
soon reach 2
million bpd
Iranian oil sales will reach 2 million barrels per day (bpd) “soon”,
Economy Minister Ali Tayyebnia
said, as the Islamic Republic boosts
output after sanctions were lifted in
January.
“After taking the appropriate
steps and after Iran’s return to the
oil market, it is expected that Iran’s
oil sales will soon return to the level
of 2 million barrels a day,” Tayyebnia
was quoted as saying by the Shana
news agency.
(Reuters)
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Refugee crisis likely to worsen, UN official says
Vita Bekker

E
New York

U leaders had an
emergency
meeting with
Turkish officials to
discuss the
Europe’s worst
refugee crisis since
World War II, just
days after a UN official warned
that the migrant influx from Syria
was likely to spiral.
“It’s not going to go away. It’s
going to get worse,” said Peter
Sutherland, referring to the flood
of migrants into Europe. Sutherland, the UN secretary-general’s
special representative for international migration, was speaking in
New York to a group that included
UN representatives from Europe.
Sutherland added that “if history
is anything to go by, we can’t take
for granted that this problem in
any way is going to significantly
abate in the immediate future”.
The push by Sutherland — a
former attorney general of Ireland
who also served as EU commissioner for competition policy — and
other international migration officials to speed up aid for refugees is
aimed at pressuring the European
Union to take unified action. This
effort follows months of tensions
among the EU’s 28 members and
escalating go-it-alone policies.
Sutherland also criticised the
United States for taking in too few
asylum-seekers and indicated that
the rise of a radical right-wing
figure, such as Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump,
could trigger stronger anti-migrant
sentiment.
EU officials have tried to get
Turkey to crack down on migrant
movements from Turkey to Greece
and were expected to declare that
the main Balkan migration route
from Greece to northern Europe

Peter Sutherland, the UN secretary-general’s special representative for international migration.

was closed, news reports said.
Almost 3 million refugees from
Syria have been given shelter in
Turkey. Thousands travel by sea
from Turkey to Greece in hopes of
being granted asylum in northern
Europe. Many refugees have been
stranded in Greece since nine Balkan states and Austria in February
toughened border policies to stem
the flow of refugees from Greece.
“With every hour that passes
that the countries of Europe fail
to coordinate concerted action
to address this problem, it only
worsens,” Christopher Boian, a
Washington-based public information officer for the UN Refugee
Agency, said in an interview. “The
numbers of people flowing into Europe continue unabated and may
be growing as the weather gets better in the spring and sea crossings

“For Europe,
resettling
refugees within
EU countries is
unlikely to create
an economic
burden.”

become less dangerous.”
The warnings of a rising influx
from Syria come ahead of a March
30th conference in Geneva by
the UN Refugee Agency to gather
pledges to resettle Syrians displaced by the war. “That 30th of
March conference is important,”
Sutherland said. “We will see the
whites of the eyes of those who
attend, because they will be asked
to pledge places for resettlement or
relocation.”
Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan and
Greece should not be forced to take
in all the displaced Syrians just
because they are geographically
closer to the Syrian war, Sutherland said.
“If you’re unlucky enough to
live in Lebanon or in Jordan or in
Turkey, you take far more refugees
than anyone else per capita. In the

European Union, the Greeks take
by far the most,” he added. Greece
is rapidly transforming into a “vast
internment camp for refugees”, he
said.
Sutherland said the flow of refugees from Syria and other conflicts
is driving xenophobia among Europeans and Americans.
“All over Europe, people are saying, ‘We’ve had enough,’” Sutherland said. “People like Trump are
making similar arguments about
migrants more generally in the
United States. ‘This is our land’ is
the refrain,” he added.
“For Europe, resettling refugees
within EU countries is unlikely
to create an economic burden,”
Sutherland claimed.
“We have 540 million people in
the richest part of the world,” he
said. “We’re talking about a million
people a year. You can work out
the percentages yourselves that
this would require.”
He added that migrants typically add to economic growth and
have lower jobless rates all over the
world.
Sutherland pointedly criticised
the United States for taking in too
few refugees from Syria and other
countries. He added that, “looking at the number of refugees per
capita taken in the United States,
I think it’s pathetic… Why should
the United States be less responsible for the migrants and refugees
than Greece?”
He said that between January
and November 2015, the United
States took in 379 refugees. During
the same period, Sweden took in
14,328; the United Kingdom took in
531 and Ireland took 637.”
“This is a pretty horrific indictment and an expression of the
differences between different
countries and their responses to
this,” Sutherland added.
Vita Bekker is a New York
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Refugee deal turns Turkey into giant ‘hotel’, critics say
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

he tentative deal reached
by the European Union
and Ankara to stem the
flow of migrants to Europe
is turning Turkey into a giant “hotel” and will not solve the
problem but also ignores a serious
clampdown on basic rights in the
country, experts and the opposition
in Turkey say.
EU leaders and Turkish Prime
Minister Ahmet Davutoglu on
March 7th agreed on a plan outline,
which is to be finalised on March
17th, in which Turkey would take
back all migrants who travel to
Greece via Turkish territory and Europe would agree to take in Syrian
refugees from Turkey directly.
For every Syrian who returns to
Turkey, the European Union would
accept one Syrian legally, with the
goal of ending illegal migration into
Europe.

For every Syrian
who returns to
Turkey, the
European Union
would accept one
Syrian legally.
The agreement includes increased financial aid for Turkey
on top of the $3.3 billion already
pledged, more intensive talks about
Turkey’s EU membership bid and
the end of visa requirements for
Turks visiting the European Schengen area by June.
While leaders spoke of a possible

breakthrough to solve the refugee
crisis, which saw 1 million migrants
reach Europe in 2015, observers in
Turkey were sceptical.
“The EU may succeed in sending
70,000 people back to Turkey but,
down the road, it will receive another 700,000,” said Eren Erdem,
a senior member of the Republican
People’s Party (CHP), the biggest
opposition force in Turkey’s parliament.
He said the root of the problem,
instability and chaos in the Middle East, was not addressed. “You
haven’t seen refugees from Jordan
or Yemen but you might,” he added,
referring to Europe.
Instead of tackling core issues,
the EU was trying to put the burden
on Turkey, Erdem said. “They are
turning Turkey into a hotel state,”
he said.
Murat Erdogan, a migration expert at Ankara’s Hacettepe University, said the deal hammered out
was “unrealistic”. Pointing to a part
of the agreement that says all refugees, including non-Syrians, would
be returned to Turkey, he said those
migrants would wait years before
being accepted in a third country.
“So they will all stay in Turkey,” he
said.
Erdogan also voiced scepticism
regarding Turkey’s pledge to send
refugees to their home countries.
The European Union could return
people to their countries directly if
it was so easy, Erdogan said, adding:
“If the EU can’t do it, Turkey won’t
be able to do it.”
Ahmet Icduygu of Istanbul’s
Koc University, another migration
specialist, told the BirGun newspaper that Europe was in a “serious panic” because of the refugees
and that trying to end the sea route

Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu is welcomed by
European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker (L) and
European Council President Donald Tusk (R) during an EU-Turkey
summit in Brussels, on March 7th.
from Turkey to Greece by returning
migrants to Turkey would not work.
Icduygu compared the situation
in Syria to that in Afghanistan, a
country that has sent hundreds of
thousands of refugees to neighbouring countries over past decades.
Iverna McGowan, head of Amnesty International’s European Institutions Office, accused EU and Turk-

ish leaders of “horse trading away
the rights and dignity of some of the
world’s most vulnerable people”.
Critics attacked what they see as
an EU decision to ignore growing
repressive tendencies by Ankara to
get Turkey to cooperate in the migrant crisis.
Three days before the EU-Turkey
meeting, Turkish authorities seized

Zaman, the country’s biggest newspaper, which had been critical of
the government. Under its new,
state-imposed management, the
daily has turned into a pro-government outlet.
As European leaders were negotiating with Davutoglu in Brussels, a court in Istanbul ordered the
takeover of the private Cihan news
agency.
Both Zaman and Cihan have been
close to the movement of Fethullah Gulen, an Islamic preacher who
once supported Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan but fell out
with him in 2013. Erdogan says
Gulen is plotting to overthrow the
elected government, a charge the
Gulen movement denies.
Yalcin Dogan, a columnist writing for the T24 online news platform, accused Europe of ignoring
the clampdown on critics in Turkey. “As long as the refugees stay
with you, you can do whatever you
want domestically,” Dogan wrote,
describing the European Union’s
approach, adding that Europe
should be ashamed.
Turkey’s hope to lift Schengen
visa requirements for its citizens by
June might also be mistaken, said
Cengiz Aktar, a political scientist
specialising in European affairs.
Turkey had to fulfil 72 conditions, including production of new
passports, Aktar said according
to the Haberdar online news platform. He predicted new delays,
saying: “As it is impossible to fulfil these conditions in such a short
time period, come June the EU will
find ways to postpone [visa] liberalisation.”
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Istanbul.
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Workforce issue resists short-term remedies
Jean AbiNader

Washington

T

hroughout the Middle
East and North Africa
(MENA) region, in addition to evident political
turmoil, core issues of
governance, transparency/corruption and equitable economic development/jobs that drove the Arab
uprisings have not been addressed
adequately.
While Morocco and Tunisia
have new constitutions, governing
structures and some new leadership, these core issues are resisting short-term remedies, an indicator that without more progress,
no countries are immune to future
upheavals. One underlying reality
from North Africa to the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) is that demographic pressures persist as young
people continue to be frustrated
in their efforts to obtain education
and training for meaningful jobs.
There may not be agreement
among leaders and those-in-waiting regarding strategies to improve
governance or promote effective
transparency regimes but there is
consensus that progress in the economic development/jobs directly
affects stability and security, witness the plethora of business promotion measures being enacted in
Egypt as an example.

Without a more
integrated, holistic
approach within
economic growth
strategies, unrest
will continue to be a
factor.
However, ossified public education systems mean that effective
remedies for reducing the education-employment gap in a marketdriven economy remain elusive.
Added to these constraints on upgrading the local education/training sector is the effect of external
factors such as the steep decline in
oil prices, subsequent downturns
in the GCC economies leading to
fewer Gulf investments in non-oil
producing countries and the resulting challenges to growth opportunities for local and expatriate
labour.

The issue of workforce development across the MENA is wellstudied; what is not clear is the way
forward.
Challenges in the MENA and
elsewhere require solutions with
actionable insights into at least
four variables:
— The supply side — how is the
education/training sector performing vis-à-vis the market? What are
the characteristics of those in the
system?

Generations of
subsidised public
education for mostly
public employment
has resulted in
inadequately skilled
labour.
— Characteristics of the available
labour force — formal and informal —
and how these influence the employment sector.
— The demand side — what are
employment trends in transitions
from traditional to more contemporary market sectors? Are they
sustainable?
— What are the internal and external forces reshaping labour
demand and the condition of the
eco-space for innovation and entrepreneurs?
On the supply side, generations
of subsidised public education for
mostly public employment has
resulted in inadequately skilled
labour requiring extensive retraining to perform in the private sector
where skills and competencies are
required.
In addition, attitudes towards
certain categories of work are
largely negative. It is difficult for
supply to meet demand as education/training facilities outside the
GCC have few skilled faculty, training material and soft skills inputs
to enable new workers to view jobs
as steps in a career.
National labour policies, such
as the nitaqat in Saudi Arabia, are
only partially successful in cajoling
locals to take jobs in construction
and crafts vacated by expatriates.
The informal economy, where
the bulk of low-level entrepreneurism takes place, is the focus
of many initiatives but regulatory regimes have yet to foster accrediting skilled informal labour
and mainstreaming them into a

Tunisian students take the high school graduation exam.
business ecosystem that supports
their financial, legal and logistical
needs. And the generosity and wisdom of international donors have
too often resulted in mismatched
and competing efforts to upgrade
labour standards and policies.
On the demand side, much emphasis has been placed on entrepreneurship although most Arab
economies are labour-intensive
and services/agriculture-focused.
Digital technology can enhance entrepreneurial capacity to innovate
regardless of the sector. For example, harnessing mobile phones to
enhance home repair service delivery can give entrepreneurs in this
field a competitive edge and path
to greater prosperity, even though
the skills provided are often basic
and low-cost.
Another wrinkle is that foreign
direct investment is often directed
towards capital-intensive indus-

tries where project start-ups require thousands of jobs usually
unrelated to the hundreds who
then operate the facility. Harnessing supply chains and services for
industries has had good results
but the resulting employment is
not adequate for the great demand
throughout the region where the
majority of the population is under
30 years of age.
One study noted that “the proportion of young people is considered by many observers a ticking
time bomb that requires working
on sound economic and social policies to accommodate these young
people in the process of political,
economic, and social transformation desired in the Middle East”.
Greater coordination among
donors, streamlined labour regulatory regimes, respectable wage
scales and conditions and inclusive hiring policies are keys to bet-

ter outcomes.
World Bank Vice-President for
MENA Hafez Ghanem recently met
with Islamic Development Bank officials and ministers from Morocco, Jordan and Tunisia to promote
an education for competitiveness
initiative “aimed at supporting a
renewed reform agenda for education in the MENA region, one that
promotes critical thinking, creativity and innovation to contribute to
inclusive growth, social development and global competitiveness”.
Without a more integrated, holistic approach to addressing labour within economic growth
strategies, unrest will continue to
be a factor in the public space in
Arab countries.
Jean AbiNader resides in the
Washington area and is a
long-time participant in
US-Arab affairs.

Arab women still struggling for equality

View poi nt

Hayat
Amamou

I

t was not until the end of the
19th century that women’s
rights in the Arab world were
the focus of professional
writers, perhaps the most
famous of whom were Qasim
Amin from Egypt and Tahar
Haddad from Tunisia. Both
pointed out that the evolution of
Muslim society was possible only
if women, the main caretakers
and educators of children, were
liberated. Such ideas were met
with fierce opposition from the
religious orthodoxy.
Still, some Arab countries under
the yoke of colonisation by Britain
and France experienced feminist
movements, the most famous of
which was led by Huda Sha’rawi in
Egypt.
In tandem with these feminist
movements, many Arab countries
began promulgating their constitu-

Consensus in itself will
delay changes needed for
the attainment of true
modernity.

tions: Egypt in 1923, Iraq in 1925,
Lebanon in 1926, Transjordan in
1928, Syria in 1930 and Kuwait in
1938. In other Arab countries, this
constitutional movement culminated in their becoming independent.
With the coming of the Arab
revolutions in 2011, the constitutions in Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria
and Egypt were completely recast
in terms of rights and freedoms.
However, these constitutions
have not evolved as far as their
relation to Islam. In all Arab countries, the constitution and religion
are coexistent constants but not
in a balanced manner. In Saudi Arabia, for example, the Basic Law of
Government (1992) can be considered the kingdom’s constitution.
The country’s religious ideology is
absolutely hostile to the idea of a
constitution and in no case would
a constitution supersede religion
there.
The constitutions of the other
Arab countries, except Lebanon, do
recognise and enunciate a link between Islam and the state. They do
that either through the definition
of the state or by simply establishing Islam as the official religion.
The constitutions of other Arab
countries, excluding those of Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco, connect

with religion by taking Islamic law
as the source for state laws. They
state that Islamic law is either “the
unique source of laws”, or “one of
the principal sources” of state legislature, or “the principal source of
legislature”, or “Islamic fiqh is the
principal source of the legislation”.
The constitutions in the Arab
world promulgated between
2011 and 2014 have not radically
changed in relation to religion and
continue to give it a central role.
As a consequence, the legal status
of women has progressed in a
transient and illusionary manner in
trying to reconcile Islam with modernity. Despite new constitutions
claiming parity and equality of
opportunities between the sexes,
the legal status of women remains
ambivalent and depends to a large
extent on the existing laws.
These new constitutions, particularly those of Morocco and Tunisia, have insisted on respecting
the cultural and religious identities
of the countries while being open
to universal values.
Arab women, who played a
crucial role in the “revolutions” of
2011, were not able to secure for
themselves the universal rights obtained by other women in the free
world. On the contrary, in Tunisia,
some women’s rights established

The legal
status of
women in
the Arab
countries
remains
quite fragile.

by the Personal Status Code in
force since 1956 were seriously
endangered during the summer of
2013.
The legal status of women in the
Arab countries remains quite fragile, despite the increasingly influential role played by some women
in these societies. Their rights
continue to depend on their legal
status in the family. This inherent
inequality is wrapped in a sacred
religious shroud and perpetuates
patriarchal ideologies.
In the absence of real democracy
and in light of the current political
and economic conditions, discrimination against women will persist.
The many constitutional reforms
in the Arab world have failed to
give women their universal rights.
This is so because, until now,
the Arabs continue to refuse to
confront their real problems and
are happy with just reaching a consensus, which in itself will delay
changes needed for the attainment
of true modernity.
This modernity will be impossible to achieve without guaranteeing the civic rights of all the actors
in the society.
Hayat Amamou is a professor of
Medieval Islamic history at the
University of Tunis.
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The Arabic-German rap song about Tunisia’s woes
Roua Khlifi

Bradaa, Tunisia

A

group of young rappers
from a small Tunisian
coastal village are winning acclaim for a song
condemning terrorism.
Tunisian authorities launched
Youth Against Terrorism, a national awareness-building campaign
against the dangers of radicalism,
in December. People under 30
were called upon to make cultural
and artistic contributions.
The programme was aimed at
creating “youth ambassadors” in
interior regions, border towns and
working-class
neighbourhoods
around Tunis.
A group of young people in a
small coastal town were enthused
by the idea. They lived in Bradaa,
best known for olive production,
near Mahdia, 210km south of Tunis.

The lyrics, in Arabic
and German, reflect
the anguish of
Tunisians as they
see their country
struggling with the
problems of
terrorism, illegal
migration and
unemployment.
The town has become known
among Tunisian youth and fans
of rap as the hometown of rappers
behind the song Zaama (I wonder).
Bilel
Hammouda,
Abdallah
Jomaa and Mourad Ghrab collaborated to produce the song, which
they released on the fifth anniversary of the 2011 Tunisian uprising.
The rappers produced the song
and posted it online with the help
of the Youth Centre of Bradaa. The
lyrics, in Arabic and German, re-

flect the anguish of Tunisians as
they see their country struggling
with the problems of terrorism,
illegal migration and unemployment. Ghrab, who had lived in Germany, provided a German translation of the lyrics.
Mohamed Mbarek, who works
at the Youth Centre, acknowledges
the challenges faced by young people in Bradaa.

Ghrab, who had
lived in Germany,
provided a German
translation of the
lyrics.
“This is a small town full of talents and young energy but the social rules and inner restraints often
prevent them from believing in
and produce some concrete work
so it goes away with time,” he said.
“This group of young people had
great passion for music and rap
and wanted to bring their work to
the public.”
Ghrab said it was not easy to
form the rap group, especially
since he was new in town.
“We formed a group and we
started working together. We eventually agreed to write a song about
the country,” Ghrab said.
The song’s lyrics reflect on the
many issues that the country faces.
With “saddened by the fate of my
country”, as a refrain, the lyrics
mention young people who joined
jihad abroad but were often ignorant of its real danger. The song
calls on young people to protect
the beauty of the country and its
people, lamenting over recent terrorist attacks.
Ghrab emphasised the role that
rap can take in relaying the message to people, especially youth.
“Looking at what is happening
in the country, I wanted to write
something about this situation,”
he said. “This is about how I see
it. People were very enthusiastic

From right to left: Mourad Ghrab, Bilel Hammouda and Abdallah Jomaa.
about the song. I was surprised
that it appealed to young people
but also to older generations and
different age groups.”
“I think these words are more
powerful in the sense they reached
all listeners and managed to transmit the reality of things in the
country. Even people abroad liked
the song when they heard the German part,” Ghrab added.
Ghrab said he sees a role for rap
in Tunisia. “Rap music remains
misunderstood and there will be a

time when people will understand
it. Rap is to express yourself. The
rappers in the group and I want to
keep the spirit of truth in our rap
and mostly keep it authentic. We
want to talk about the issues of the
country,” he explains
In a small town such as Bradaa,
where little cultural activities or
entertainment are possible for
young people, youth centres,
Youth Against Terrorism and other
initiatives can provide a space for
creativity.

Ghrab points out: “We are just
simple people who are expressing
their own stories. We worked on
this song to touch people’s hearts.
With what is happening in the
country especially terrorist attacks
and with people’s frustration with
unemployment, one cannot just
watch. We need to do whatever we
can.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Leila Aboulela discusses The Kindness of Enemies
had achieved and he admired the
Christian compassion towards him
and his family.
“When the Russians fell into
his hands, he treated them badly
whereas the Russians treated him
well in their country,” Aboulela
said. “He knew there were political motives behind that but he was
fair-minded, he was educated, he
was hard on himself as a Sufi. He
questioned his motives, his feelings of pride.”
Speaking about the way Shamyl
would have perceived ISIS brutality, Aboulela said he would be ruthless against them. “He would have
fought and killed them and be totally unforgiving towards them. He
would be a huge Muslim supporter
of the war on terror,” she said.

Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

W

ith growing pressure on UK professionals to report
signs of religious
extremism,
Leila
Aboulela’s novel The Kindness of
Enemies is timely, drawing a parallel between the jihad perpetrated
by the Islamic State (ISIS) and a
case of 19th-century Sufi jihad in
Russia.
Speaking at Bare Lit Festival in
London, Aboulela contrasted the
two types of jihad.
The
Kindness
of
Enemies,
Aboulela’s fifth work of fiction,

runs two stories in parallel. In the
present day, Natasha Wilson, born
in Khartoum as Natasha Hussein to
a Russian mother and a Sudanese
father, is an academic working at
a Scottish university. Her field of
study is the campaign of resistance
led by Sufi Imam Shamyl, against
Russia in the Caucasus in the 19th
century. Natasha spends time in
the home of one of her students,
Oz and his mother Malak, who are
descendants of Imam Shamyl.
There is an interweaving of narratives presenting Natasha at the
university with Oz, and the historical stream of the novel, which begins in Caucasian Georgia in 1854
when Anna, a noblewoman, is taken hostage by the imam in retaliation for his son, Jamal al-Din, who
has been a captive of the Russians
since 1839.
“I was interested in Imam Shamyl for quite some time. I wrote a
radio play about him and I was interested in what he did. He reunit-

“Imam Shamyl
would be a huge
Muslim supporter of
the war on terror.”

Leila Aboulela, author of The Kindness of Enemies
ed the tribes of the Caucasus and
announced jihad against Russian
expansion,” Aboulela said in an interview with The Arab Weekly.
“I was interested in him fighting
jihad from a Sufi aspect. This kind
of jihad is different from what we
see practised by ISIS and al-Qaeda.

Imam Shamyl was eventually exiled in Moscow. He didn’t fight until death. He accepted peace and he
accepted he lost the war,” Aboulela
said.
The author described how when
he went to Russia, the Imam marvelled at the advances Russians

In her novel, Aboulela underscores the ambiguous issue of
monitoring extremism as she read
a few articles in the Guardian about
a student who was arrested because he downloaded an ISIS training manual.
“That scared me as I have children,” Aboulela said. “Once you
become a parent, you get into the
habit of worrying about them. I
created Natasha’s character to be
ambiguous as I feel the situation
with terrorism now is ambiguous.
There is an element of not being
sure what you can say or do. There
are changes in laws here every day.”
The author also explains the dilemma of having two identities.
“Natasha is ambivalent about her

faith because she wants to fit in and
deceives herself. She volunteers to
do the training course. She ends
up reporting certain students but
not all and Oz is not reported. The
reader questions why she reported
the rest but not him,” she said.
Anna’s story, that of a stranger in
a strange land, mirrors Natasha’s.
As time passes, Anna comes to
feel acclimated with her captors,
though not comfortable. The same
applies to the Imam’s son, Jamal alDin, who ends up living almost his
whole life among the Russians. By
the time he returns to his father’s
house, he no longer feels any sense
of belonging.
“I understand the situation Jamal al-Din was in. When you read
his story from Russian sources,
he’s portrayed as a tragic hero who
did not want to go back to the Caucasus at all,” Aboulela said. “I felt
he had mixed feelings. Jamal al-Din
feels he is Russian but misses his
father and his brother. He believes
he was going backwards from sophistication to a harsh mountain
climate. He felt the struggle of
fasting during Ramadan in a hot
climate.”
Explaining more about her protagonist, Natasha, Aboulela said
she needed a modern character to
bridge the gap between the past
and present. “I received good advice from an editor that I should
make sure the present is as strong
as the past,” she said. “That was
a big challenge and I still hear my
readers prefer the past.”
The Kindness of Enemies by Leila
Aboulela was published in August
2015 by Grove Press.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Ark Re-Imagined to save Iraq’s cultural heritage
Karen Dabrowska

London

N

oah’s Ark must have
been built in ancient
Mesopotamia with material and skills still
found today in presentday Iraq and the Gulf region. This
theory is explored by Iraqi artist
Rashad Salim in his Ark Re-imagined project, which tries to raise
awareness of the threats facing the
region’s ancient maritime culture
and traditional crafts.
Salim has long been engaged in
efforts to salvage Mesopotamia’s
unique cultural and navigation
heritage. In 1977, he voyaged with
the Norwegian explorer Thor Heyerdahl on a Tigris reed boat and in
2013 he joined an awareness raising flotilla of traditional boats that
travelled down the Tigris starting in
southern Turkey, site of the controversial Ilisu dam.

“I am witness to the
last flicker of
ancient watercraft
and have discovered
boats reportedly
extinct.”
Salim cites recent research that
indicates that 7,000-14,000 years
ago Mesopotamia was a fertile inhabited valley extending from present-day Iraq, down through the
Gulf to the Strait of Hormuz.
It was a time of radical environmental change when the Pleistocene epoch turned into the Holocene and, most likely, when the
mythological great flood happened.
“That means that the ark would
have been built somewhere in that

region,” Salim said.
In 2013, a team from the British
Museum built a “round ark” based
on a description of a boat found in
a Sumerian cuneiform tablet but
Salim is convinced that the “original ark” was not made with the
techniques or materials the team
used, such as wood, but of material
worked with skills found to this day
in the ancient Mesopotamia region.
“If there was a crisis (a great
flood), people would not build
something untried with material,
tools and techniques they didn’t
have,” Salim said.
“While travelling in traditional
boats I had a vision of the ark, not
as a singular boat, but as a gathering
of different types of watercraft in a
strong and natural pattern of unity:
a unity of many vessels rather than
a singular boat — the pattern of six
around one.”
He added: “This is a key pattern
in science engineering and Islamic
art that are seen when things of the
same diameter are gathered. It is
a ubiquitous pattern in nature expressing itself in everything from
honey bee cells to carbon molecules. It adorns the walls of Mesopotamia’s earliest temples and is
even found in the great seal of the
United States.”
The ark has traditionally been researched and imagined according
to Western visions and interpretations.
“I am proposing an Arabian/
Mesopotamian alternative… a rational ark acceptable to both Islamic and empirical sensibilities that
could have been constructed with
the technology and material of its
original time and place,” Salim said,
adding “an ark that can benefit
present-day local (Iraqi) crafts and
discover what we have evidence for
but have forgotten.”
The artist will seek the skills of

Rashad Salim (R) in a guffa on the Tigris.
Iraqi craftspeople using techniques
that go back thousands of years in
order to create a large model of his
“re-imagined ark”, which will sail
down the Potomac, the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers from May to
July and down the Thames in September.
While international concern has
been focused on the destruction of
Iraq’s archaeological sites by the Islamic State, little attention is given
to the loss of intangible cultural
heritage, such as boat craftsmanship, Salim said.
In Iraq, notably southern Iraq
and its unique marshlands ecosystem, this cultural heritage is most
strongly reflected in architecture
and construction of traditional
boats, such as the tarada, kalak and
guffa, in addition to associated industries, including basket weav-

ing and products made from palm
fronds-like mats — all components
of the Ark Re-imagined.
Salim is adamant that Iraqis are
losing their connection with the
rivers and their traditional crafts
are in danger of disappearing.
“Iraq was created by two rivers,
the Tigris and Euphrates, which
constituted the backbone of the
country’s [economy]. At the turn of
the 20th century, steamships were
introduced by the British and the
river trade was eventually overtaken by lorries and trains. Traditional boats that we can trace back
through history and possibly prehistory have continued through
the rises and falls of empires, but
now we are losing them,” Salim bemoaned.
“The marsh Arab canoe has not
changed its shape since Sumerian

times. It has reached an aesthetic
and functional perfection. But the
marshes were drained, reclaimed
then drained again and water is locally being diverted to rice plantations.”
Nonetheless, the artist is pinning
big hopes on his Ark Re-imagined
venture.
“I am witness to the last flicker of
ancient watercraft and have discovered boats reportedly extinct. With
this project, I will challenge reports
that they are in terminal disappearance and aim to set in motion a
resuscitation,” Salim said with the
confidence and determination of a
man on a mission.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.

The power of the arts as antidote to conflict
Mary Sebold

Washington

W

hen it comes to conflict, “the arts should
be at the grown-ups’
table, not the kids’
table,” said Tara Sonenshine, former US under secretary
of state for public diplomacy and
public affairs. Sonenshine was addressing 70 art and Middle East enthusiasts during the 104th annual
conference of the College Art Association in Washington.
The conference, which had a
theme of Art in Response to Conflict,
featured artists and experts from
non-governmental organisations,
international organisations and the
media. All had witnessed the positive effects of the arts on people living in conflict and post-conflict situations in the Middle East.
Manal Omar, acting vice-president of the Middle East and Africa
Centre of the US Institute of Peace,
said visual arts, music and poetry allow individuals and communities to
survive and even innovate.
“The arts allow people to be heard
without taking revenge,” she said.
“For communities that don’t have
governments that represent them
and don’t have the basics of life, like
water and electricity, it’s often difficult not to turn to violence.”
Artists are often the first people
to call attention to problems, which
is why jails are filled with artists,
poets, and playwrights. The arts inspire people, foster resilience, promote dialogue, strengthen identity
— and provide joy. “Authoritarian
regimes have figured that out. Why
haven’t we?” said Omar.
“The arts have gone from the margins to the core of geopolitical thinking,” said Paul Smith, director of the
British Council in the United States.
Based on 32 years’ experience in

A photo taken by Syrian refugee children in Lebanon who were given cameras to document
their lives.
11 countries, Smith has seen “something enormous happen in the relationship between the arts and international relations,” especially since
9/11. He said conflicts, including
European secessionist movements,
were culturally caused by people’s
different concepts of identity, home,
history and religion.
When a suicide bomber attacked
the British Council’s offices in Afghanistan in 2011, Smith realised
first-hand how threatened the Taliban was by culture and the arts.
“When people are ready to kill
themselves to stop you doing something, that something must be important,” he said.
“We should be careful not to overemphasise the role of culture in con-

flict and forget the role of politics,”
cautioned Casey Hogle, the Middle
East and North Africa programme
manager at Search for Common
Ground.

The arts allow
people to be heard
without taking
revenge.
She said culture and the arts were
unifying tools that created a safe
space for dialogue on sensitive subjects, such as women’s role in society and the presence of Syrian refugees in Lebanon. To explore the two
issues, her organisation produced
Madam President, a soap opera

about the first woman president of a
fictional Arab country during times
of crisis.
Lyne Sneige, director of the Arts
and Culture Programme at the Middle East Institute, pointed out the
difference between arts in social
change and arts in conflict. In the
“Arab spring”, she said she has seen
arts play a central part and authorities react with panic by cracking
down on art spaces.
Governments, however, cannot
rein in the power of artists’ imaginations or the hopes and aspirations
of young people for a better future.
For survivors of violent conflicts,
the arts can be therapeutic, Sneige
argued. Through performing and
visual arts, people can overcome

trauma.
“Children can have some time
to be children and adults can share
so that they can build themselves
again to stop being dependent in
their new situations,” said Sneige.
If practiced long-term, the arts can
be preventative. “They need to be
at the table,” Sneige said. “They are
part of the solution.”
Photographer
Laila
Jadallah
spoke about the arts as provocateur.
“What you show and what you don’t
show are equally important,” she
said. “You’re telling part of the story, not the whole story. Photographs
can really shape the way people see
conflict.”
To demonstrate, she showed the
news photo of Aylan Kurdi, the
3-year-old child who drowned on
his way from Syria to Europe, and
a black-and-white artistic photo by
Chinese artist Ai Weiwei staged of
himself lying in the same position
on a similar shore. Together, the
photos take awareness of the Syrian
conflict to a new level, Jadallah said.
Jadallah’s direct experience has
included teaching photography to
Palestinian children in Bethlehem
and participating in a programme
organised by the US Fund for
UNICEF called Through Their Eyes,
which provided 200 cameras to Syrian refugee children in Lebanon to
document their daily lives. The children in both places tackled difficult
issues through the arts.
“You have less fear when you can
create a visual about identity and
home,” Jadallah said. But she wondered what happened after she left:
“How do we make permanent structures for use of the arts to continue
the conversations?”
Sonenshine concluded the event
with a similar query, “How do we
build an arts-in-conflict community
to keep the dialogue going?”
Mary Sebold is a Washington-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Agenda
Dubai:
In March
The Emirates Airline Festival
of Literature — LitFest as it is
known — is a large celebration
of the written and spoken word.
People of all ages, nationalities
and backgrounds join with authors from around the world for
literary discussions, readings
and participate in workshops.

Tripoli:
Through March 20th

Turquoise water pool in Wadi Tiwi.

The Hollywood Circus is moving
to Tripoli. People are invited
to be part of the show every
Thursday through Sunday from
4pm-8pm at the Rachid Karami
International Fair, Tripoli, Lebanon.

Wadi Tiwi, Oman’s
most challenging
canyon
Khaled Abdel Malak

Muscat

O

man, at the southern
edge of the Arabian peninsula, is renowned for
numerous canyons providing excellent sites for
adventure tourists and nature lovers.
Crossing the picturesque canyons, or “wadis”, has been a main
attraction for residents and visitors
but one canyon has proved to be the
biggest challenge for even the most
ambitious and experienced hikers.
With its string of emerald pools,
thick plantations, sheer drops and
caves, crossing Wadi Tiwi requires
several skills as well as physical endurance. It involves hiking, swimming, abseiling and climbing for almost 14 hours to cover the distance
of approximately 7km.

Crossing Wadi
Tiwi requires
several skills as
well as physical
endurance.
The journey was among challenges included in the Raid Gauloises, a
French extreme sports adventure
competition in Oman in the 1980s.
It was a glorious day in April with
a fantastic blue sky when we set out
on the memorable two-day adventure to cross Wadi Tiwi, south-east
of Muscat. Our 12-member party, including men, women and teenagers

from eight different countries, was
about to have one of the most exciting adventures one can experience
in Oman.
Crossing the wadi is done downstream, starting from the abandoned village of Umq Bir, which is
only reachable on foot after a 5-hour
hike following an ancient donkey
trail. The small settlement at the
foot of the cliff rises about 600 metres from the wadi bed, forming a
gigantic natural amphitheatre. Villagers maintain fruit gardens on terraces on both sides of the wadi.
For Mohamad and Hakim al-Abri,
two Omani brothers in their 20s, it
was their first adventure trip but
not for their 53-year-old father, Ahmad, an enthusiast of hiking and
wadi bashing. The young men were
determined to take the challenge.
If the “old man” could do it, why
shouldn’t they?
After camping at the entrance of
the canyon, the party left shortly
after dawn, hoping to reach the village of Mibam on the other side of
the wadi before nightfall. Equipped
with wetsuits, climbing gear, waterproof bags containing food, water
and cameras, we jumped into the
first pool.
The wadi snakes through jagged
mountains, the flowing water collecting in several crystal-clear pools
along the way. Herons standing majestically on their long legs greeted
us as we moved deeper and abundant palm trees added colour to the
sandy surroundings.
The temperature in Muscat was
close to 40 degrees Celsius but all
were happy to have their wetsuits
on when they entered the cold water.

Beirut:
Through March 20th
Al Bustan International Festival
of Music and the Performing Arts
is a musical celebration that
takes place in various venues
in Beirut with an emphasis on
chamber music. The festival
promotes and celebrates music
from all over the world and
includes orchestral concerts,
choral music, puppets, opera
and dance.

Tafraoute, Morocco:
In March
The Almond Blossom Festival,
celebrated every year in Morocco, sees villagers mark harvest time with Berber dancing,
singing and almond tastings.
International musicians and actors mingle with local performers to produce live events based
on Moroccan folklore.

Doha:
During March
Wadi Tiwi in Oman is the most challenging to cross.
Abseiling down a 15-metre-high
waterfall and plunging into another
pool was an adrenaline boost.
“It is awesome!” shouted Mohamed as he slid down the rope on his
first abseiling experience. “I can’t
believe that my country has such
magnificent places.”
The canyon becomes very narrow,
locked between vertical walls several hundred metres tall. The peak of
the journey was around midway in
the canyon at “The Cave”. Here the
canyon is obstructed by a massive
tufa rock formation that formed
over thousands of years on both
walls of the wadi, leaving a tunnel
where water flows.
“Wow! This is the most beautiful place I’ve ever been in my life,”
yelled Kevin, the youngest adventurer of the group. “The place is just
magnificent!”
We went through this natural tunnel and reached a second waterfall
inside the cave. We had to abseil to
reach a 50-metre-long covered pool
and then swim for another 40 metres in a turquoise water to get out
of the cave.
A lunch break was more than deserved at this point.
The rest of the journey was a
sequence of pools, some of them
more than a few hundred metres

long. When we reached the end of
the narrow part of the canyon, it
was already dark and we progressed
slowly on the trail on the left bank
of the wadi by the light of our headlamps. It was completely dark when
we reached Mibam, exhausted but
with big smiles.
“I will never forget this journey
in my life,” said Mohamed. “I am
ready to join more similar excursions in the future.” “Me, too,” retorted Kevin. “It was so cool!”
“It was extraordinary but I don’t
think I will do it again anytime
soon,” noted Hakim. “I will wait at
least until all the bruises I got heal,”
he added laughing.
Wadi bashing has become popular in Oman but it is one that should
be carefully prepared for, including
climbing gear, food, headlamps,
first aid kits, satellite phone and
global positioning system (GPS) device.
The main danger in canyoning remains flash flooding. Checking the
weather before embarking on the
journey is a must as, in most wadis,
it is rare to find an escape from
the wadi bed in case of heavy rain,
which could occur unexpectedly.
Khaled Abdel Malek is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Oman.

The International Kite Festival
takes place in Katara, a village
in Doha, and attracts international visitors for two days
of culture and art. During the
festival, the sky above Katara is
dotted with thousands of kites,
including those flown by internationally recognised kiting pilot teams from India, the United
States, China, South Korea and
Japan. Activities scheduled
include kiting workshops, facepainting and street painting.

El Kef, Tunisia:
March 17th-20th
The second Sicca Jazz Festival
will enliven the city of El Kef
and its surroundings. Organised
by the Culture and Development Association, the festival
aims to become an international
event and a great destination
for artists and jazz lovers.

Dubai:
Through April 9th
Global Village is the largest seasonal cultural extravaganza in
the region. Visitors can enjoy an
array of festivals, shopping and
entertainment in an open-air
theme park. The entertainment
and shopping destination hosts
more than 70 participating
countries with presentations in
more than three dozen pavilions. There are more than 50
fun rides and 26 restaurants
offering food from around the
world.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.

Turquoise water pool in Wadi Tiwi.

Oman is known for its many spectacular canyons.
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